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1
Introduction
Energy conservation is a major concern in today’s data centers,
which are the 21st century data processing factories, and where
large and complex software systems such as distributed data
management stores run and serve billions of users. The two main
drivers of this major concern are the pollution impact data centers
have on the environment due to their waste heat, and the expensive
cost data centers incur due to their enormous energy demand.
If we look at the total cost of ownership(TCO) of a data center,
energy cost accounts for over 35% of the TCO. As early as 2005,
Google has warned that how power costs can easily surpass server
costs by a large margin if the power consumption trend in the data
center continued 1 business as usual. On the other hand, if we see 1 Luiz André Barroso. The price of
performance. Queue, 3(7), September
2005
the current state of the industry, the industry’s energy efficiency for
most data centers is not more than 50% 2. Thus, companies contin- 2 Lakshmi Ganesh, Hakim Weather-
spoon, Tudor Marian, and Ken Birman.
Integrated approach to data center
power management. IEEE Transactions
on Computers, 62(6):1086–1096, 2013
ually seek energy-efficient hardware and software system compo-
nents to curb the cost of running a data center. Consequently, for a
few years now, increasing the energy efficiency of data centers has
become a main research focus for many system researchers who are
in academia as well as in industries and businesses.
The researchers have tried to address the issue of energy con-
sumption both at the hardware and software levels. Those hard-
ware and software solutions addressed the issue of energy con-
sumption at different subsystems of the data center stack. The
different subsystems of the data center have different contribution
to the data center energy consumption; for example, the data center
cooling and power source facilities contribute more than 50% of the
data center consumption. However, it is important to note that the
level of contribution of the different subsystems differs from data
center to data center 3. 3 M. Dayarathna, Y. Wen, and R. Fan.
Data center energy consumption
modeling: A survey. IEEE Communi-
cations Surveys Tutorials, 18(1):732–794,
Firstquarter 2016
In this thesis, we present a noble solution to address the other
main source of energy consumption in the data center– the storage
subsystem. Different researchers put the storage subsystem contri-
bution between 26% and 40% of the total energy consumption of
the data center 4 and 5. 4 Top 10 Energy-Saving Tips for a
Greener Data Center , 2011. URL
http://static.infotech.com/
downloads/samples/070411_premium_
oo_greendc_top_10.pdf
5 Jorge Guerra, Wendy Belluomini,
Joseph Glider, Karan Gupta, and
Himabindu Pucha. Energy Propor-
tionality for Storage: Impact and
Feasibility. ACM SIGOPS Operating
Systems Review, 44(1):35–39, 2010a
In a similar way to that of addressing the energy efficiency prob-
lem of the whole data center, researchers have attempted to address
the energy consumption problem of the storage subsystem at both
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the software and hardware levels. In this work, we contribute to the
domain of the software solutions at the distributed level by creat-
ing an energy efficient, distributed key/value data store – a data
management system that stores and retrieves data as a simple key/-
value pairs, which basically make them a distributed hash table.
Many distributed, key-value stores form the foundation of
large scale Internet services such as social networking, E-mail,
web search, news, e-commerce, and data storage in the cloud. To
mention a few of them from TechStacks 6: Apache Cassandra 7 at6 Databases and NoSQL Datastores,
2017. URL http://techstacks.io/
tech?category=Data
7 Avinash Lakshman and Prashant
Malik. Cassandra: A decentralized
structured storage system. SIGOPS
Oper. Syst. Rev., 44(2):35–40, April 2010
Netflix, eBay, Apple, reddit, and Spotify; Dynamo 8 at Amazon, Re-
8 DeCandia et. al. Dynamo: Amazon’s
Highly Available Key-Value Store.
In Symposium on Operating System
Principles, volume 7, pages 205–220,
2007
dis at Github, Twitter, Craigslist; Memcached at Facebook, Airbnb
and Flickr; Voldemort at Linkedin. These key/value data stores
handle massive amounts of data and provide a simple interface to
store and retrieve data like put(key) and get(key). Their widespread
adoption is mainly due to their offerings of high performance and
scalability compared to the traditional data management systems.
We will further look at how the traditional data management sys-
tems and the new key/value stores compare and contrast in chapter
3.
Statement of the Problem and Research Question
As we have mentioned above, Key/value stores are popular data
stores in data centers. These stores, typically, run on multiple, dis-
tributed nodes across multiple data centers in a geographically
wide area setup. Thus, in key/value stores, data is distributed and
replicated a number of times to immensely improve the system’s
performance, availability, and scalability. However, availing the
same data on a number nodes in different data centers and letting
these nodes run 24/7 at all utilization levels reduces the energy ef-
ficiency of the storage subsystem and hence significantly increases
the total cost of ownership of a data center. Therefore, in our re-
search, we ask the following questions:
• how to create a key/value data store that distributes and replicates data
as usual, but reduces its energy consumption when it is under a state of
low utilization?
• how can we improve the performance of the store that we may lose due
to the introduction of the energy saving mechanisms?
• how do we make the key/value store adapts itself to be more energy
efficient when there is an opportunity to use a cheap source of energy in
the system?
We answer these questions in a precisely defined scope and
using our claims that we are going to explain in the following sec-
tions.
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Aims and Scope
It is not in this thesis’s scope to answer the research questions in all
kinds of key/value stores or other types of distributed data man-
agement systems in a data center. In our work, we solely focus on
introducing energy saving mechanism in key/value stores that are
based on consistent hashing algorithm for their data distribution
and has a master-less, decentralized approach to coordinate clients’
request: consistent hashing partitions the keys of the entire data
set in a distributed hash table without a master node that coordi-
nates the partition among the nodes. Amazon’s dynamo and its
open source equivalent Apache Cassandra are the two important
implementations of this architecture. We have chosen the open
source Apache Cassandra as our base key/value store to research
and experiment energy saving mechanism for consistent hash based
key/value storage systems. Thus, all of our algorithms are imple-
mented in Apache Cassandra to create an energy invariant of it. We
create the invariant, while maintaining all of Apache Cassandra’s
existing desirable features: always writable, highly scalable, fault
tolerant and high performance.
Theses
This section presents the claims we make in this thesis. It claims
three things:
Thesis 1: System utilization based switching on/off nodes in three
groups can significantly improve the energy efficiency of a consis-
tent hash based, distributed store; but achieving it requires address-
ing loss of performance, availability and scalability of the system.
Thesis 2: Dynamically placing highly popular data in a power
on/off and consistent hash based distributed storage system im-
proves the performance of the system without affecting its energy
efficiency.
Thesis 3: Co-locating applications with their data, using a data
store driven scheduling approach, can drastically improves energy
saving capability of the data store which runs on a system of micro-
clouds where waste heat is reused in a surrounding environment.
Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions:
• The first consistent hash based, energy efficient distributed key/-
value store.
• The techniques to dynamically place data in a consistent hash
based system without changing the system’s fast lookup of keys.
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• A data and applications co-locating mechanism which is driven
by the energy efficient data store’s perspective of the system
utilization.
Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized to help the reader see what problem is
solved in this work and how we transform a non-energy efficient
data store to an energy efficient one while keeping its desirable
features intact.
Chapter 1 introduces the problem domain, gives the thesis state-
ments, defines the scope and aim of the thesis, lists the concrete
contributions of the work and details how the thesis is organized.
Chapter 2 looks at the essential background concepts, trends and
related works in regard to data center and its storage subsystem
energy efficiency. Briefly, the chapter discusses the existing energy
saving mechanisms and approaches at the different layers of the
data center, and it puts our work in context. Then, it highlights
the most related works on which we have built upon. We describe
different research works that have created energy efficient and
power proportional distributed storage systems such as the energy
efficient variants of the Hadoop distributed file systems. In later
chapters, we will show how exactly our work differs from these
existing related works.
Chapter 3 describes our detailed study into building the energy
efficient key/value store called PowerCass, which is the energy
invariant of Apache Cassandra. We show the novel approaches, we
proposed and implemented to turn the energy-unaware Cassandra
into an energy efficient, but still highly available, always writable,
fault tolerant and scalable store. We demonstrate this fact with
different workload type experiments and their results.
Chapter 4 discusses how introducing dynamic data placement
– based on the high popularity of data – into the world of static
and random data placement provides gain in performance, which
would have been lost due to the introduction of energy saving
mechanisms.
Chapter 5 delves into discussing how the energy efficient store
can be used to schedule applications where their data exist in a dis-
tributed micro-clouds system architecture. The Chapter describes,
how using the perspective of the energy-efficient data store about
the state of the system’s utilization can provide a relatively sim-
ple way of co-locating applications with data. Experimentally, we
demonstrate how the co-location of data and applications further
improves the energy saving capacity of the data store.
Finally, in chapter 6, we summarize the thesis, give a conclusion
and outlook and future works that show how this work can be
improved further.
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Clarification of Contributions
This thesis is based on 5 papers. I am the lead author on 4 out
of the 5 papers. In 2 out of 4 papers, my supervisor is the only
co-author. In the other two papers, there is one more co-author
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solely my responsibilities except for the paper titled “Dynamic
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system”. In this paper, the co-author Jhonannes Jschad handled the
experimentation and evaluation parts. This paper is used in this
thesis, only after I updated it for energy efficiency case, as we did
not address energy efficiency in the original paper.
On the paper titled “PowerCass: Energy Efficient, Consistent
Hashing Based Storage For Micro Clouds Based Infrastructure” 9, 9 F. L. Tena, T. Knauth, and C. Fetzer.
Powercass: Energy efficient, consistent
hashing based storage for micro clouds
based infrastructure. In 2014 IEEE
7th International Conference on Cloud
Computing, pages 48–55, June 2014
the co-author Thomas Knauth edited the paper for publishing.
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Energy-Efficient Storage and Processing in Edge Clouds. In
8th Workshop on Large-Scale Distributed Systems and Middleware,
LADIS ’14, 2014
• F. Lemma and C. Fetzer. dyn-powercass: Energy efficient dis-
tributed store based on dynamic data placement strategy. In
AFRICON 2015, pages 1–5, Sept 2015. doi: 10.1109/AFR-
CON.2015.7332029
• Frezewd Lemma Tena and Christof Fetzer. Dsds: Data store
driven scheduling of applications for energy-efficient and high-
performance micro-clouds system. In 33rd International Confer-
ence on Massive Storage Systems and Technology (MSST 2017). URL
http://storageconference.us/2017/Papers/DataStoreDrivenScheduling.
pdf.
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Background and Related Works
Introduction
Key/Value stores mainly serve in data centers. Any solution to-
wards improving the energy efficiency of a key/value store should
be able to integrate with existing solutions for data center energy
efficiency. This is because any new energy saving solution for data
centers may end up in one of two possibilities: either it contributes
to the energy saving capacity of a data center or it creates interfer-
ence with the existing solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to look at
the trend and background works for data center efficiency to find
out where we can enhance energy saving while avoiding interfer-
ence. Moreover, it is also important to put our work in the context
related to works that addressed energy efficiency issues similar to
our own work, i.e creating an energy efficient consistent hash based
key/value store. We begin the chapter by defining few terminolo-
gies.
Terminologies
In energy efficiency researches, there are terminologies that repre-
sent the important concepts and sometimes used interchangeably
by different researchers. To clarify how we use them in this thesis
we begin by defining the important terminologies in the following
paragraphs.
Definition 1. Energy is the amount of power consumed over a period of
time. Power being the rate at which energy is generated or consumed by a
hardware component, a node, or a rack or a data center. Energy and power
are tied by the following equation:
energy = power ∗ time (2.1)
Thus, the unit of energy is Watt-Hour. The most common unit of energy is
Killo-Watt-Hour(KWh).
Definition 2. Power Usage Effectiveness measures the energy efficiency
(the ratio of performance to energy) of a data center.
PUE =
TotalDatacenterEnergy
ITEnergy
(2.2)
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Definition 3. An Energy proportional system is a system that consumes
energy in proportion to its workload. For an energy proportional system,
the following equation holds true:
PeakLoad
PeakPower
=
IdleLoad
IdlePower
(2.3)
Similar to performance optimization, which was the traditional
concern of data centers’ efficiency at the cost of energy consump-
tion 1, energy optimization has also gained a deserved attention1 Rajkumar Buyya, Anton Beloglazov,
and Jemal H. Abawajy. Energy-
efficient management of data center
resources for cloud computing: A
vision, architectural elements, and
open challenges. CoRR, abs/1006.0308,
2010
recently, mainly due to its impact on profit, environment and per-
formance of services. Energy optimization is addressed at all levels
of the data center stack: starting from the hardware components of
a server and networking devices to the operating system that man-
ages them, from the physical nodes to the virtual machines, from
the stand alone applications on a single machine to the distributed
systems that run on thousands of servers, and from the node archi-
tecture to the entire data center design and operations 2. Figure 2.12 Urs HÃűlzle Luiz AndrÃl’ Barroso,
Jimmy Clidaras. The Datacenter as A
Computer. Morgan&Claypool, 2013
displays the components of the data center stack in concentric cir-
cles starting from the innermost individual components of a server
(CPU, RAM, DISK, etc) to the supporting facilities (Cooling, and
Power Sources). Each concentric circle has its own unique way of
contributing to the data center energy consumption.
Figure 2.1: The figure shows the
different levels of a data center.
As a result, there have been a tremendous number of works by a
multitude of researchers across the spectrum to address the issue of
data center energy consumption at its different levels of the stack in
the past few years.
The energy management solutions at the different levels are ei-
ther hardware or software centric. Researchers go for hardware
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solutions whenever the low level hardware information is enough
to make decisions and a fast response time is required. However,
when energy saving is to be decided based on application level
information and a relatively slow response time is acceptable, re-
searchers implement software solutions.
Beside hardware vs software classification, we can classify en-
ergy management solutions as component level, node level, group level
or facilities level solutions. The facilities level solutions are those solu-
tions which cannot be categorized as a component, node or group
level. They are related to data center power, cooling, and network
cabling infrastructures, together they are responsible for more than
50% of the data center energy consumption 3. Researchers have 3 Top 10 Energy-Saving Tips for a
Greener Data Center , 2011. URL
http://static.infotech.com/
downloads/samples/070411_premium_
oo_greendc_top_10.pdf
attempted to improve the energy efficiency of power, cooling, and
network cabling infrastructure of the data center through different
mechanisms such as availing average power instead of peak power
, improving losses at the different power conversion steps, handling
air flow carefully , providing free cooling, providing renewable energy,
reusing waste heat and using optical fiber instead of cooper cable 4, 5. 4 D. Nelson et.al. The role of mod-
ularity in datacenter design, 2010.
URL http://www.oracle.com/
technetwork/articles/systems-
hardware-architecture/
moddatactrdesign-163921.pdf
5 Steve Greenberg et. al. Best practices
for data centers: Lessons learned from
benchmarking 22 data centers. In
Proceedings of the ACEEE Summer Study
on Energy Efficiency in Buildings in
Asilomar, CA. ACEEE, pages 76–87,
2006
Among the above mentioned facility level techniques, in chapter
5, we cover how a data center that supplies its waste heat to the
surrounding building is used to improve the energy efficiency of
our key/value store. Since this brief discussion of facility level
techniques is enough for our purpose and in order to focus the
literature review closer to the storage system, we do not further
discuss them in this chapter .
In this chapter, our main goal is to show how this thesis either
building upon or it is complementary to existing works related to
the data center storage subsystem . Our base system—Cassandra—
is a disk-based system with high dependency on in-memory
caching; it is only logical in our background work to understand
and cover existing solutions related to the storage subsystem hard-
ware and software at the component, node and group levels. More-
over, it is important to find out why in data management system,
the contribution of the internal (memory) and the external (disks)
storage is enormous when compared to other components 6, 7 6 Stavros Harizopoulos, Mehul A.
Shah, Justin Meza, and Parthasarathy
Ranganathan. Energy efficiency:
The new holy grail of data man-
agement systems research. CoRR,
abs/0909.1784, 2009
7 Meikel Poess and Raghunath Oth-
ayoth Nambiar. Energy cost, the key
challenge of today’s data centers: A
power consumption analysis of tpc-
c results. Proc. VLDB Endow., 1(2):
1229–1240, August 2008
power consumption.
Even though we clearly focus on the storage subsystem, it is
also important to cover the processor and the network subsystems
briefly; after all, the storage subsystem is directly dependent on
the processing and the network subsystems for its computations
and communications tasks. Besides, in the conclusion and future
work chapter, we raise the idea that how a careful integration of our
solutions with the existing and different subsystem solutions can
make the store and hence the data center more energy efficient.
Accordingly, we start our review at the innermost circle of Fig-
ure 2.1, which is the component level in the data center hierarchy.
Then we continue to cover energy saving techniques at the node
level, which is the second innermost circle in the data center hi-
erarchy. That will be followed by a discussion of the techniques
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invented to save energy at the group level: our work belongs at this
level. Thus, the novel techniques we have developed to create an
energy efficient key/value store in this thesis are all group level
techniques. As a matter of fact, all energy saving mechanisms in
distributed file and data storage subsystems are group level tech-
niques, but they differ in some specific ways. And how exactly
our techniques differ from the existing group level techniques is
discussed in the related sections of chapter 3, chapter 4 and chap-
ter 5, in which we cover our own works in detail.
Components Level Techniques
The main components of a data center server are CPU, memory,
disks, and network cards. These components waste energy when
they sit idle, and this wastage incurs noticeable costs . As a result,
researchers have called for a fundamental rethinking of the compo-
nents design so that they become energy proportional 8.8 L.A. Barroso and U. Hölzle. The Case
for Energy-proportional Computing.
Computer, 40(12):33–37, 2007
At the component level, the general scenario to save energy
revolves around three mechanisms, namely: using simpler circuits
instead of complex circuits, switch off part of a circuitry when it is
idle, and vary performance or speed of a circuitry based on system
load.
Switching off part of the circuitry is the ability to power down
altogether or to at least be able to reduce its rate of power con-
sumption. Changing the performance or speed of a circuitry is re-
lated to dynamically scaling voltage and frequency of the circuitry.
Scaling the voltage down or up dynamically increases or decreases
the number of operations a circuitry can handle in a given period.
When we execute operations slowly, the circuitry consumes less en-
ergy. Scaling frequency down or up dynamically changes the speed
of a circuitry which results in the decrease or increase of the num-
ber of instructions the circuitry handles in a given amount of time.
Thus, decreasing the frequency reduces the power consumption
of the circuitry. Actually, by reducing both the voltage and the fre-
quency, it is possible to achieve a low power consumption state, and
this is evident from the following equation: P = C ∗ V2 ∗ f , where
P is the power consumption, C is the capacitance being switched
per clock cycle, V is voltage, and f is the switching frequency. Once
we have these capabilities in the circuitry, we exploit it using a
firmware or software to save energy.
Next, we briefly look at additional specific techniques used by
the different component subsystems.
The Processor Subsystem
In the past, in comparison to other components, the central pro-
cessing unit(CPU) used to consume the largest amount of power.
This consumption has hindered the growth of CPU performance
due to thermal constraints. Noting this, hardware manufacturers
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have introduced mechanisms to solve the CPU’s very high power
consumption problem.
Weiser et al. 9 were the first to propose the use of dynamic volt- 9 Mark Weiser, Brent Welch, Alan De-
mers, and Scott Shenker. Scheduling
for reduced cpu energy. In Proceedings
of the 1st USENIX Conference on Operat-
ing Systems Design and Implementation,
OSDI ’94, Berkeley, CA, USA, 1994.
USENIX Association
age and frequency scaling (DVFS) to reduce the energy consump-
tion of computer processors. Subsequently, Intel introduced power
saving techniques starting from their 486 processors which leads
to the creation of the Advanced Configuration and Power Inter-
face (ACPI) open specification, co-developed by Hewlett-Packard,
Microsoft, phoenix, and Toshiba 10. The Advanced Configuration 10 URL http://www.acpi.info/
and Power Interface (ACPI) defines a hierarchy of power and per-
formance states of a processor. The processor can use the different
states to manage its power consumption. The power states (also
called C-States), except C0, represents different idle states of the a
processor. The performance states (also called the P-states) repre-
sents the non-idle states. A processor in higher C-States can power
down–with the help of the operating system–its unused parts to
save power. In P-States, an active processor can lower its frequency
and voltage (DFVS) to save power.
Due to these efforts CPU has gained a great power efficiency
trend than the other components.
In addition to the three general techniques mentioned above,
CPU’s great power efficiency has also come from the introduction
of multicore architectures that provide higher performance without
requiring to push to a higher clock frequency that would lead to a
higher energy consumption 11. 11 Urs HÃűlzle Luiz AndrÃl’ Barroso,
Jimmy Clidaras. The Datacenter as A
Computer. Morgan&Claypool, 2013
Another common approach to save CPU power and is benefi-
cial to specific storage oriented workloads (less CPU bound, more I/O
bound and sensitive to memory latency) is the introduction of using in
mass, low frequency and low voltage CPUs in a server 12, 13. Since 12 D.G. Andersen, J. Franklin,
M. Kaminsky, A. Phanishayee, L. Tan,
and V. Vasudevan. FAWN: A Fast
Array of Wimpy Nodes. In Proceedings
of the ACM SIGOPS 22nd Symposium
on Operating Systems Principles, pages
1–14. ACM, 2009
13 Sm10000-64 high density, low power
servers. URL http://www.seamicro.
com/sm1000064
these CPUs are low power, they provided better energy efficiency.
Though this arrangement gives low power consumption, it does not
support general workloads type 14, 15. In this thesis, we consider a
14 Xiangyang Liang, Minh Nguyen, and
Hao Che. Wimpy or brawny cores:
A throughput perspective. J. Parallel
Distrib. Comput., 73(10):1351–1361,
October 2013
15 Urs HÃűlzle. Brawny cores still beat
wimpy cores, most of the time. IEEE
Micro, 2010
key/value store that supports general workload types, and it is one
of the reasons to choose Apache Cassandra as our base system.
The Internal Memory Subsystem
For data management systems, which are heavily memory-bound,
the energy efficiency of the main memory together with the sec-
ondary storage has an immense contribution to the overall en-
ergy efficiency of the storage subsystem. Random Access Memory
(RAM) accounts for up to 30% of the total energy consumption of a
server 16, and its consumption increases as its size grows in server 16 Bharan Giridhar, Michael Cieslak,
Deepankar Duggal, Ronald Dreslin-
ski, Hsing Min Chen, Robert Patti,
Betina Hold, Chaitali Chakrabarti,
Trevor Mudge, and David Blaauw.
Exploring dram organizations for
energy-efficient and resilient exascale
memories. In Proceedings of the Inter-
national Conference on High Performance
Computing, Networking, Storage and
Analysis, page 23. ACM, 2013
computers. This behavior of RAM directly affects key/value stores
as they are highly memory dependent to cache and improve their
performance. The effect is especially pronounced for in-memory
key/value stores that entirely keep their data in the main mem-
ory. Accordingly, several system and hardware researchers have
attempted to improve the energy efficiency of RAM based on the
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three general techniques mentioned above and specific solution
discussed in the next paragraph.
It is known that the main source of energy consumption in Dy-
namic Random Access Memory (DRAM) is leaking in the capac-
itors of DRAM. So, approaches that address leaks in RAM have
great potential to improve its energy consumption. Having less
memory per core also decreases the energy consumption of the
memory system. A more recent and highly promising approach
is to use light based circuitry instead of electricity based circuitry.
Using microscopic lasers that use much less energy, it is possible
to transfer hundreds of times more data on an optic fiber than on a
copper cable 17, which results in a big energy saving.17 URL https://news.hpe.com/
memory-driven-computing-
explained/
The External Storage Subsystem
In this section, we review the techniques used to reduce the energy
consumption of the primary devices responsible for keeping data
persistently for the key/value stores: Hard disks and Flash disks.
As our base system is disk based, we give a closer look at to solu-
tions that improve disks’ energy efficiency, and indicate if there is
some similarity between an existing technique and our own.
Hard Disks. The mass of the storage subsystem consists of hard
disks because data centers require to store vast amounts of data as
cheaply as possible. Therefore, addressing the energy consumption
problem of hard disks greatly helps to reduce energy cost. That is
why we find several works in the literature regarding the energy ef-
ficiency of hard disks. Below, we cover some of the most important
works in the area.
Hard Disks Operations. Hard disks draw power for their four
operations: to maintain their mechanical movement, to spin their
head, to seek tracks and to actually transfer the data. Beside their
own need, their power requirement is exacerbated by the require-
ment of having fast-spinning disks in order to cope with the speedy
CPU; otherwise they become a big bottleneck 18. Further, their in-18 Mark W. Storer, Kevin Greenan,
Darrell D.E. Long, and Ethan L.
Miller. Secure data deduplication. In
Proceedings of the 4th ACM International
Workshop on Storage Security and
Survivability, StorageSS ’08, pages
1–10, New York, NY, USA, 2008. ACM.
ISBN 978-1-60558-299-3
creasing power consumption comes from their nature that they do
not naturally lend themselves to lower-power active states 19. This
19 Urs HÃűlzle Luiz AndrÃl’ Barroso,
Jimmy Clidaras. The Datacenter as A
Computer. Morgan&Claypool, 2013
is because some operations like spinning the platters is workloads
independent. But the power required to seek locations and to trans-
fer data can change harmoniously with the number of the requests
to the disk.
Hard disk states and power consumption. A Hard disk
can be in one of three states: idle, active or standby. In the active
mode, the disk is fully functional and can transfer data to and from
the bus. When there is no read or write requests, the disk stays
in the idle state. When a request arrives, the disk seeks to access
the required track and then enter into the active state. At standby
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state, the disk stops the spindle and the heads. The disk consumes
the highest power in the active state and the least in the standby
state. The disk controller draws power both at idle and active times.
When there is a large I/O on the disk, the controller power draw
increases proportionally 20. There are many techniques to reduce 20 Yuhui Deng. What is the future of
disk drives, death or rebirth? ACM
Comput. Surv., 43(3):23:1–23:27, April
2011
disks energy consumption based on their states and operations. The
most common solutions are discussed in the following paragraphs.
spin-up and spin-down. The main technique, which was origi-
nally designed for portable devices, is to make the disk use thresh-
old of activities to spin-down or spin-up itself. The main challenge
with this technique is to be able to determine the length of the
threshold time that the disk needs to wait before changing its state.
See Figure 2.2. In the literature we find three approaches: fixed,
variable or adaptive 21. Similar to the fixed approaches, we mainly
21 Richard Golding, Peter Bosch, Carl
Staelin, Tim Sullivan, and John Wilkes.
Idleness is not sloth. In Proceedings of
the USENIX 1995 Technical Conference
Proceedings, TCON’95, pages 17–17,
Berkeley, CA, USA, 1995. USENIX
Association
use the diurnal pattern to predict the system load changes in our
works.
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Figure 2.2: Threshold based disk state
change. SD and SU stands for spin
down and spin up respectively
reorganization. By reorganizing disk layout, disks can reduce
the average seek distance and rotational latency; the reduction will
lead to energy saving. For example, Huang et al. 22 exploited avail- 22 Hai Huang, Wanda Hung, and
Kang G. Shin. Fs2: Dynamic data
replication in free disk space for
improving disk performance and
energy consumption. In Proceedings
of the Twentieth ACM Symposium on
Operating Systems Principles, SOSP ’05,
pages 263–276, New York, NY, USA,
2005. ACM
able disk space and dynamically replicates the data across the disk
to minimize seek distance and rotational latency. To get more space,
they combine this technique with compression and deduplication
to eliminate unnecessary redundancy. In another work, the same
authors improved random disk seek by moving the most popular
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data to the middle of the disk, which again lead to saving more en-
ergy. Other researchers 23 group temporally-related files on disk so23 Dong Li and Jun Wang. Eeraid:
Energy efficient redundant and in-
expensive disk array. In Proceedings
of the 11th Workshop on ACM SIGOPS
European Workshop, EW 11, New York,
NY, USA, 2004. ACM
that they can be accessed together which again minimizes seek and
rotational latency and hence energy consumption. In our work, we
have used the idea of dynamic replication to solve the issue of data
access locality in a distributed setting.
low performance and low power disks. Replacing server
disks with a number of low performance and low power disks like
those that are used in laptops improves energy efficiency 24.24 Enrique V. Carrera, Eduardo Pin-
heiro, and Ricardo Bianchini. Conserv-
ing disk energy in network servers. In
Proceedings of the 17th Annual Interna-
tional Conference on Supercomputing, ICS
’03, pages 86–97, New York, NY, USA,
2003. ACM
FLASH DISKS. Flash disks are orders of magnitude more energy
efficient than hard disks when the two compared at heavy loads.
For example, flash disks consume less than one watt, whereas hard
disks consume over ten watts under the same load. Furthermore,
flash disks have the additional benefit that they are faster than
the mechanical hard disks, and much cheaper than the equivalent
amount of DRAM. Therefore, key/value stores can benefit most
from using flash disks.
The Network Subsystem
NETWORK INTERFACE CARDS(NICS). NICS also follows the
three general trends in saving energy. Beside using more efficient
circuitry, NICS adapts their speeds to the current traffic in order
to save energy. Higher speed means high performance and higher
power consumption. Therefore, lowering speeds of NICS during
lower traffic time is an effective technique 25.25 Yuvraj Agarwal, Steve Hodges, Ran-
veer Chandra, James Scott, Paramvir
Bahl, and Rajesh Gupta. Somniloquy:
Augmenting network interfaces to
reduce pc energy usage
Summary of Components Level Energy Saving
Existing works on energy saving at the components level focus on
using simpler circuits instead of complex circuits, switch off part
of a circuitry when it is idle, and vary performance or speed based
on system load. Techniques like dynamically replicating data on a
free disk space, changing a component’s power state to a state that
consumes low or no power at all are generally applicable to all the
levels of the data center stack. In chapter 6, where we discuss future
work, we indicate that there is a high potential to save energy if
such general techniques are used in an integrated manner. In our
experiments, we have taken caution not to have interference from
such generally applicable techniques. Without such controlling
measures, one would get an elevated result due to energy saving
techniques that are implemented elsewhere in the stack.
Individual Node Level Techniques
Limiting the power consumption of an entire node with minimal or
no performance degradation requires a mechanism to intelligently
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manage all the component subsystems together, not just a single
component. At the node level, we can associate an energy cost to
the entire node which is usually difficult to associate with a single
component. For example, the energy cost of data access and bus
transfers cannot be separately attributed to either memory or to
the processor; instead, it should be treated as a shared cost between
the CPU and memory. As a result, it is a cost property of the node
instead of the components. In this section, we see techniques that
manage the power consumption of an entire node by taking two or
more components into consideration.
In the literature, we find a range of mechanisms to achieve en-
ergy efficiency at the node level: efficient air flow through the node,
replacing electrical components with optical components, put the
entire node into hibernation mode during low activity time, de-
pending on the load type put one or more components at low
energy state rather than the entire node: for example, if we have
a CPU bound job, it is possible to put the storage system and the
communication subsystem in low power mode.
In general, having energy proportional servers 26, giving archi- 26 Balaji Subramaniam and Wu-chun
Feng. Towards energy-proportional
computing using subsystem-
level power management. CoRR,
abs/1501.02724, 2015
tectural solutions like reducing the distance between the RAM and
the CPU, or reducing idle time consumption –which accounts upto
70% of the peak power 27– are the solutions most researchers have
27 L.A. Barroso and U. Hölzle. The dat-
acenter as a computer: An introduction
to the design of warehouse-scale ma-
chines. Synthesis Lectures on Computer
Architecture, 4(1), 2009
pursued to address a node level energy issue.
As to the storage subsystem at the node level, using the external
and internal storage subsystems in concert—as it is for improving a
node’s performance—has lead to many energy saving mechanisms
. The main idea is to be able to use the internal memory (RAM)
to temporarily store and retrieve data while giving more idle time
for the slow and energy hungry external storage (Disks). There are
many research works that leverage the combined usage of RAM
and disks to save energy, and we discuss them below.
Caching in memory. The first technique is caching. Since data
accesses have a temporal locality characteristic, caching recently ac-
cessed data creates more idle time for the disks. More idle times
provide more opportunity for the disk to save energy by entering to
its low power state. Even though memory caching takes more space
of RAM and makes the memory consumes more energy, researchers
have shown that the amount of energy consumed in RAM is much
lower than than consumed by the disk for the same amount of
workload. However, this approach has a drawback: loosing data
during power outages 28. 28 Fred Douglis, P. Krishnan, and
Brian N. Bershad. Adaptive disk spin-
down policies for mobile computers.
In Proceedings of the 2Nd Symposium
on Mobile and Location-Independent
Computing, MLICS ’95, pages 121–137,
Berkeley, CA, USA, 1995. USENIX
Association
Beside saving energy through providing more sleeping time for
the disks, caching further facilitates energy saving by enhancing the
performance of the system. The reasoning behind this claim is that
caching enables the entire system to progress faster, and when the
entire system progresses faster, it reduces the overall time and energy to
complete a given task; and completing a given task faster, in turn,
results in more idle time for the system to to sleep and save energy.
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Cache replacement policy. The cache replacement policy is
as important as caching itself to prolong the idle time of a disk for
energy saving. For example, if the replacement policy is not power
aware, it may evict entries that may reduce the idle item of the
disks. Zhu and Zhou 29 introduce two online power-aware (PA)29 Q. Zhu and Y. Zhou. Power-aware
storage cache management. IEEE
Transactions on Computers, 54(5):587–
602, May 2005
cache replacement algorithms: power-aware list recently used (PA-
LRU) and partition-based LRU (PB-LRU). Both algorithms trade off
between power and performance.
PA-LRU works by dividing the available disks into two groups:
priority vs regular. Blocks from the priority disks evicted rarely
compared to those blocks from the regular disks. The blocks from
the priority group evicted only when there are no blocks to evict
from the regular disks. Among the eligible blocks for eviction, the
algorithm selects blocks from the least recently used disk in the
respective group. PB-LRU works by giving a cache partition for
each disk in the system. To create more idleness in the inactive
disks, it assigns larger partitions to inactive disks compared to
active disks. This means the active disks get more misses from the
cache.
Buffering. In order to cope with data write to disks, one can use
buffering. Whenever there is a mutation of data, one can keep it in
buffers for a time and avoid access to the disks. Buffering improves
energy efficiency because write-back is more energy efficient than
write-through as write-back gives more idle time for the disk 30.30 Andreas Weissel, Björn Beutel, and
Frank Bellosa. Cooperative i/o: A
novel i/o semantics for energy-aware
applications. SIGOPS Oper. Syst. Rev.,
36(SI):117–129, December 2002
But again, to be a reliable solution, like caching, buffering also
needs to address the issue of data loss due to power outages.
prefetching. Beside caching and buffering, one can use power
aware prefetching 31. Prefetching fetches data that have a high31 Minseok Song, Yeongju Lee, and
Euiseok Kim. Data prefetching to
reduce energy use by heterogeneous
disk arrays in video servers. In
Proceeding of the 23rd ACM Workshop on
Network and Operating Systems Support
for Digital Audio and Video, NOSSDAV
’13, pages 1–6, New York, NY, USA,
2013. ACM
probability of being read soon and stores them in main memory.
When a request comes against those prefetched data, the system
serves them directly from memory and avoid fetching it from
the disk. As we have said, whenever a mechanism is successful
in avoiding disk access, it improved the node’s energy efficiency.
In addition to avoiding disk access, prefetching data close to the
current read blocks minimizes seeking energy as the disk head is al-
ready nearby. Prefetching works well for workload types that have
spacial locality 32.32 Athanasios E Papathanasiou and
Michael L Scott. Energy efficient
prefetching and caching
Disks as a cache. Instead of using memory as a cache place,
one can keep caches on disks. Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID)3333 Dennis Colarelli and Dirk Grun-
wald. Massive arrays of idle disks
for storage archives. In Proceedings
of the 2002 ACM/IEEE Conference on
Supercomputing, SC ’02, pages 1–11,
Los Alamitos, CA, USA, 2002. IEEE
Computer Society Press
creators showed that by using array of several idle disks and a
handful of cache disks, it is possible to save energy in a storage
system that is specifically good for archiving. In this technique, the
cache disks remain always on. For the write tasks, this approach
waits for the main responsible disk spun up due to a read miss
on the cache disks. Otherwise, the write modifications stay on
the cache disks 34. The idea of leaving the cache disks always on is34 Ziliang Zong, Xiao Qin, Nick
O’Connor, and Matt Briggs. An
energy-efficient framework for large-
scale parallel storage systems. 2007
IEEE International Parallel and Dis-
tributed Processing Symposium, 00:369,
2007
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similar to our idea of letting the nodes in the active group always
powered on.
Write-Offloading. Similar to caching on disks, writes buffer-
ing can also be performed on disks rather than on the memory.
In the literature, this technique is referred as write-offloading 35. 35 Dushyanth Narayanan, Austin Don-
nelly, and Antony Rowstron. Write
off-loading: Practical power manage-
ment for enterprise storage. Trans.
Storage, 4(3):10:1–10:23, November
2008b
Write-offloading predominantly suits write-oriented workloads. Es-
pecially when it is combined with memory caching —the memory
cache serves rare reads—write offloading creates ample idleness
of the storage system and hence saving large amount of energy.
The extreme case of write-offloading is logging every write to a
disk sequentially. Later on, when there is a read miss, the system
copies the data from the log disk to the main disk 36. In our work, 36 Lakshmi Ganesh, Hakim Weather-
spoon, Mahesh Balakrishnan, and Ken
Birman. Optimizing power consump-
tion in large scale storage systems. In
Proceedings of the 11th USENIX Work-
shop on Hot Topics in Operating Systems,
HOTOS’07, pages 9:1–9:6, Berkeley,
CA, USA, 2007. USENIX Association
we use write-offloading in a distributed setting to satisfy mutation
requests.
Data Classification. Another solution to increase idle time on
non-frequently accessed disks is to use the technique of data clas-
sification. If we classify data as popular and non-popular, we can
store the popular data on frequently accessed disks or in memory
and the non-popular data on a less frequently accessed disks. This
technique has been used on a RAID system 37 to create a power- 37 Qingbo Zhu, Zhifeng Chen, Lin Tan,
Yuanyuan Zhou, Kimberly Keeton,
and John Wilkes. Hibernator: Helping
disk arrays sleep through the winter.
In Proceedings of the Twentieth ACM
Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles, SOSP ’05, pages 177–190,
New York, NY, USA, 2005. ACM
aware storage system called Hibernator. It uses a power-control
policy called coarse-grain response (CR), which periodically adapts
the speed of the disks in the different groups. All of the disks in a
given group spin at the same speed, and the data is migrated across
groups so that the most popular data is allocated to the first group
and the least-frequently accessed data to the last group. SEA 38 38 Tao Xie. SEA: a striping-based
energy-aware strategy for data place-
ment in RAID-structured storage
systems. j-IEEE-TRANS-COMPUT, 57
(6):748–761, June 2008
presents similar idea, only different from Hibernator in that it uses
two groups only, a hot and cold disk zone. In addition, SEA only
considers two-speed disks, and the speed of every disk is only con-
figured once: when the system is started. Hot disks spin at high
speed, whereas cold disks spin at low speed. Data classification
based on temporal relation is used to group similar data across
disks to reduce the number of disk spin-ups 39. 39 A. Wildani and E. L. Miller. Semantic
data placement for power management
in archival storage. In Petascale Data
Storage Workshop (PDSW), 2010 5th,
pages 1–5, Nov 2010Exploiting redundancy. There are some solutions which ex-
ploited already existing redundancy in RAID systems. For exam-
ple, ERAID alternate forwarding of N successive read requests
to the primary replica and the mirror replica of RAID 1. In this
solution writes are buffered according to a so-called power and
redundancy-aware flush (PRF) policy. This solution is further re-
fined in EERAID, specifically for RAID-5. The technique proposed a
two-level cache architecture called RIMAC 40, which consists of the 40 Xiaoyu Yao and Jun Wang. Rimac:
A novel redundancy-based hierar-
chical cache architecture for energy
efficient, high performance storage
systems. In Proceedings of the 1st ACM
SIGOPS/EuroSys European Conference
on Computer Systems 2006, EuroSys ’06,
pages 249–262, New York, NY, USA,
2006. ACM
storage cache and the cache of the RAID controller. RIMAC caches
the data stripe units exclusively in the storage cache, whereas the
parity stripe units are only cached in the RAID controller cache.
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Summary of Node Level Techniques
Existing works on energy saving at a node level, mainly focus on
intelligently using a combination of two or more same or different
components of the server: architectural solutions, caching, buffer-
ing, prefetching, write-offloading, and data classifications. In our
work, we build up on the idea of write-offloading and keeping cer-
tain nodes of the distributed system working while powering down
the rest of the nodes for energy saving.
Group of Nodes Level Techniques
Solutions at this level take into consideration the states of a group
of nodes rather than the state of an individual node. Therefore,
there is a need to collect and process information about each and
every member of the group. The information collection task is
performed either in a centralized or distributed manner. In the
centralized architecture, nodes send their state to a master node;
whereas in the distributed architecture, each node informs its state
and collects the state of all the other nodes in the cluster.
Basically, solutions at the group level try to capitalize on the fact
that there exist lower utilization of systems 41 and "zombie/co-
41 Jorge Guerra, Wendy Belluomini,
Joseph Glider, Karan Gupta, and
Himabindu Pucha. Energy Propor-
tionality for Storage: Impact and
Feasibility. ACM SIGOPS Operating
Systems Review, 44(1):35–39, 2010a
matose" servers—servers that have not delivered services for long
time— in many data centers 42. For example, servers in data centers
42 Jonathan Koomey and Jon Taylor.
Zombie/comatose servers redux,
2017. URL http://anthesisgroup.
com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/
Comatsoe-Servers-Redux-2017.pdf
spend most of their time at a low utilization level where they are
energy inefficient 43. Thus, to improve energy efficiency of a group
43 Urs HÃűlzle Luiz AndrÃl’ Barroso,
Jimmy Clidaras. The Datacenter as A
Computer. Morgan&Claypool, 2013
of nodes, one can push a subset of the nodes to higher utilization
level and power down the rest. However, this approach always re-
quires to address a trade off issue with one or more other important
feature of the system: performance, availability, fault tolerance, etc.
In the following sections, we see how group level techniques
have attempted to address achieving energy efficiency in the face of
the trade-offs in three different settings: group of virtual machines
in a cloud, group of network devices in a network infrastructure,
and group of storage nodes in a distributed storage system.
Group Of Virtual Machines In A Cloud Setting
In recent times, Cloud Computing has become one of the most
important applications of data centers. Most public clouds are de-
ployed in data centers that contain thousands of computers. Cloud
computing provides computing and storage as a service using vir-
tualization technology, for effective utilization of resources and
security 44. It is highly flexible, reliable, and provide a sense of in-44 C. Vecchiola R. Buyya and S. Selv.
Mastering Cloud Computing: Foundations
and Applications Programming. Elsevier,
2013
finite resources when compared to the traditional way of acquiring
computing resources. However, as the cloud runs on a great num-
ber of physical machines in data centers, its energy consumption
is huge and needs a great attention as the implication of cost and
environmental impact is enormous.
The main techniques in improving the efficiency of the cloud
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system are virtual machines consolidation and dynamic virtual machine
scheduling. These are group level solutions. Consolidation and
dynamic scheduling facilitates energy saving by creating idleness
on the subset of physical machines through migrating live virtual
machines to few of the physical machines and power downing
the idle subset 45, 46, 47. Similar to the cloud technique, the idea
45 Thomas Knauth and Christof Fetzer.
Energy-aware Scheduling for Infras-
tructure Clouds. In Cloud Computing
Technology and Science (CloudCom), 2012
IEEE 4th International Conference on,
pages 58 –65. IEEE Computer Society,
dec. 2012
46 E. Feller, C. Rohr, D. Margery, and
C. Morin. Energy management in iaas
clouds: A holistic approach. In 2012
IEEE Fifth International Conference on
Cloud Computing, pages 204–212, June
2012
47 Haikun Liu, Cheng-Zhong Xu, Hai
Jin, Jiayu Gong, and Xiaofei Liao. Per-
formance and energy modeling for
live migration of virtual machines. In
Proceedings of the 20th International Sym-
posium on High Performance Distributed
Computing, HPDC ’11, pages 171–182,
New York, NY, USA, 2011a. ACM.
ISBN 978-1-4503-0552-5
of application scheduling is used in our work for the purpose of
increasing utilization in micro data centers.
Group of Network Devices In a Data Center
Even though networking also benefits from a low energy consump-
tion electrical components, its main energy saving ability comes
from treating the entire network devices in a network infrastructure as a
group. For example, auto negotiation mechanism in Ethernet helps
to put a line card in low speed mode only after seeing the peer at
the other end can perform at a given speed. Moreover, routing and
traffic-engineering mechanisms are extended and adapted to route
traffic through energy-efficient components while supporting all
network demands.
In networking, network presence is the main challenge when
one wants to power down devices. To address this challenge, differ-
ent researches used the idea of network connection proxy host. The
proxy host handles networking availability tasks like ARP, DHCP
and ICMP while the main nodes are sleeping 48. This type of dele-
48 Miguel Jimeno, Ken Christensen, and
Bruce Nordman. A network connec-
tion proxy to enable hosts to sleep and
save energy. In Performance, Computing
and Communications Conference, 2008.
IPCCC 2008. IEEE International, pages
101–110. IEEE, 2008
gation is used in many works including ours.
Group of Nodes in a Distributed Storage Systems
Here we only consider those works that are particularly related to
our own work – distributed storage systems that use data place-
ment and replication techniques across a cluster of nodes to meet
their functional and non-functional requirements. So, these sys-
tems already have replicated data, and one can capitalize on this
opportunity to save energy. In most cases, the original purpose of
distributing and replicating data is to improve throughput, load
balancing, availability, and fault tolerance capability of the sys-
tem through redundancy—We call these the desirable features of a
given distributed system.
The redundancy may be in the form of parity data, erasure codes
or the real data itself. Mostly, the redundancy can be characterized
by (n, k) tuple where every data block is made redundant into n
fragments of which only k ≤ n are required to reconstruct the orig-
inal block 49. During periods of low activities, one can try to save 49 Eduardo Pinheiro, Ricardo Bianchini,
and Cezary Dubnicki. Exploiting
redundancy to conserve energy in
storage systems. In ACM SIGMET-
RICS Performance Evaluation Review,
volume 34, pages 15–26. ACM, 2006
energy by serving only from m servers where m is a much smaller
number than k. This is when a problem arises between the tech-
niques of energy saving and the rest of the desirable features of a
system. For example, let’s see how data repair after a node failure,
and energy saving become a conflicting goal in Google File System
(GFS) 50. To achieve higher resilience, GFS distributes data across 50 Sanjay Ghemawat, Howard Gobioff,
and Shun-Tak Leung. The google file
system. In ACM SIGOPS operating
systems review, volume 37, pages 29–43.
ACM, 2003
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an entire cluster rather than to a small subset of servers; this deci-
sion obviously facilitates fast recovery of lost data by reconstructing
it from thousands of machines instead of a small number of ma-
chines. However, involving machines in a number of small activities
would not let servers to have idle time, and consequently prevent
them to enter into their low power modes to save energy.
In the literature, we find many mechanisms to address the con-
flict between energy saving and the rest of the many desirable
features of a distributed storage system. Although the mechanisms
are similar in the main idea of powering down subset of nodes to save
energy, they differ in the following many aspects of specific design
decisions:
• Data distribution: this is about how they partition and dis-
tribute their primary data using data placement strategy across
a number of nodes: some use centralized meta data servers and
others use decentralized hashing mechanisms.
• Replica management: this is about how storage systems
manage data replicas: some solutions have a fixed number of
replicas and others change the number of replicas dynamically.
• Energy efficiency: this is about how they approach energy
efficiency through power down/up of a group of nodes: some
use a fine grained while others use coarse grained approach.
• Write Availability: this is about how to handle write avail-
ability: some prefer logging while others spin-up the responsible
nodes.
• Disks Spin on/off Budget: this is about how to handle disks
spin on/off budget– the maximum number of times one can spin
a disk up and down before it fails. Here solutions differ in using
the fixed or dynamically adjusted time interval between two
spin-up/downs.
• Popularity of Data: this is about whether storage systems
classify data based on some criteria: some uses data popularity,
others do not.
• Fault Tolerance: this is about failure handling at the mini-
mum power setting: some address this issue, others do not.
• Heterogeneity: this is about taking into consideration servers
energy efficiency when selecting nodes for power downing.
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• Load Prediction: this is about how systems address future
workload: some uses reactive approach while others handle it
proactively.
• Workload Types: they differ on the type of workloads they fo-
cus on. Some focus on reading only workload, others on writing
workloads and the rest on general workloads.
In the following paragraphs we review representative solutions that
address the energy efficiency issue in distributed storage and file
systems.
GreenHDFS 51 divides the cluster nodes into two zones called 51 Rini T. Kaushik and Milind Bhan-
darkar. GreenHDFS : Towards An
Energy-Conserving, Storage-Efficient,
Hybrid Hadoop Compute Cluster.
2010
hot and cold zones. The hot zones are responsible for handling
popular data and the cold zones are responsible for the non-
popular data. The popularity of the data is decided based on the
number of access rates in a given period of time. When the access
rate passes a pre-configured threshold, the system migrates the file
from the cold zone to the hot zone or vice versa.
Kaushik et al. 52 presents Lightning which is an energy-aware 52 Rini T. Kaushik, Ludmila
Cherkasova, Roy Campbell, and Klara
Nahrstedt. Lightning: Self-adaptive,
energy-conserving, multi-zoned, com-
modity green cloud storage system.
In Proceedings of the 19th ACM Interna-
tional Symposium on High Performance
Distributed Computing, HPDC ’10,
pages 332–335, New York, NY, USA,
2010. ACM. ISBN 978-1-60558-942-8
distributed file system for a cloud storage. Lightning closely resem-
bles GreenHDFS in that it is based on data classification. However,
it differs from GreenHDFS in that it uses two hot zones and two
cold zones with a total of four zones instead of two. Lighting uses
hints from clients and its own observation about file accesses to
classify data. Data placement strategy in Lightning is based on file
classification: popular files, less-popular files, small read-only files,
and least frequently accessed files. Lightning assigns popular files
to the non-SSD base hot zone, whereas small read-only files are
stored in the first hot zone, which uses SSDs. Less popular files are
placed in the first cold zone, whereas least-frequently accessed files
such as archival are placed in the second cold zone.
Sierra 53 focuses on general workloads and saves power based 53
on gear leveling power on/off strategy. A gear level corresponds
to the number of nodes that are power-on to meet the current load
and availability requirements. It layouts data based on power-aware
grouping. The different groups are placed on separate subsets
of nodes. Sierra uses multiple gear levels, which might make the
system complex. Sierra ensures data availability through prediction
which may hurt the systems availability during bad prediction.
Rabbit 54 supports energy efficiency through equal-work data 54 Hrishikesh Amur et al. Robust and
flexible power-proportional storage.
Proceedings of the 1st ACM symposium
on Cloud computing - SoCC ’10, 2010
layout policies. It is a power-proportional distributed file system
(PPDFS) and focuses on read-only workloads. It divides the cluster
nodes into primary(p) and non-primary set. The primary replica
of every block of the data set is randomly placed on one of the p
nodes of the primary set. Rabbit uses an expanding chain to scale
up performance.
Different from all other systems SRCMap 55 proposes a dynamic 55 Akshat Verma et al. SRCMap :
Energy Proportional Storage using
Dynamic Consolidation. Energy, (VM):
20, 2010
replica placement model which replicates only the working data
set. The number of replicas for each data set is variable according to
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the associated costs and benefits.
Lang et al.56 using chained declustering data replication scheme56 Willis Lang, Jignesh M. Patel, and
Jeffrey F. Naughton. On energy
management, load balancing and
replication. SIGMOD Rec., 38(4):35–42,
June 2010
proposes a data layout that stripe twice across the cluster nodes. it
tolerates up to 50% node failures if the failed nodes are not imme-
diate neighbors. Consequently they save energy by turning half of
the nodes while the system is still fully available. Our system turns
off one-third and two-third of the nodes during medium and low
load time respectively.
Harnik et al. 57 introduce the idea of using helper nodes to57 D. Harnik, D. Naor, and I. Segall.
Low power mode in cloud storage
systems. In 2009 IEEE International
Symposium on Parallel Distributed
Processing, pages 1–8, 2009
serve unavailable data blocks from power downed nodes which are
under light load. These auxiliary nodes are always 1/(r− 1) turned
on. This approach does not change the layout of the original HDFS.
Similar to our own work they use always powered-on nodes.
Vijay R. Vasudevan 58 presents the idea of using nodes that con-58 Vijay R. Vasudevan. Energy-efficient
Data-intensive Computing with a Fast
Array of Wimpy Nodes, 2011. URL
http://vijay.vasu.org/static/
papers/vijay_dissertation.pdf
sist of very low power and low capacity, but used in mass to create
an energy efficient system. They demonstrate their idea using a
distributed key/value store designed for such node types.
Comparison Of Energy Efficient Distributed File And Storage Systems
System Gear Dynamic Replica Write Spin-on/off Data Fault Heterog- pred-
leveling Management Availability budget Classification Tolerance eneity iction
Sierra
Rabbit
CD
GreenHDFS
GreenFS
SRCMp
Auxiliary
Table 2.1: Comparison of energy
efficient distributed storage systems
Summary of Group of Nodes Level Techniques
Group of Nodes level techniques consider all the nodes’ states
together. All the techniques depend on powering off a subset of
the nodes for energy saving. However, they differ in specific issues
such as data distribution, replica management, write availability,
disk spin off budget, data classification and load prediction. None of
the existing solutions addressed power downing nodes in a consistent hash
based key/value stores.
3
PowerCass: Energy Efficient KeyValue
Store
Introduction
In the last two chapters, we have seen that the energy consumption
problem of data centers is complex and needs to be addressed
at the different levels of the data center stack. We have seen that
the number of data centers is consistently growing, and there is
a strong urge to curb or reduce the amount of energy consumed
by these data centers 1. When we come specifically to data center 1 Report to congress on server and data
center energy efficiency, 2007. URL
http://www.energystar.gov/index.
cfm?c=prod_development.server_
efficiency_study
operators, they have a strong monetary incentive to reduce energy
consumption as the fraction of energy-related costs is increasing as
part of the total data center cost of ownership 2. As environmental
2 L.A. Barroso and U. Hölzle. The data-
center as a computer: An introduction
to the design of warehouse-scale ma-
chines. Synthesis Lectures on Computer
Architecture, 4(1), 2009
agencies also start to worry about the "greenness" of IT 3, cutting
3 Gary Cook and Jodie Van Horn. How
Dirty is Your Data? URL http://www.
greenpeace.org/international/en/
publications/reports/How-dirty-
is-your-data/
power consumption will also reflect positively on any company’s
public image. We have shown that up to 50% of the total energy
of a data center is consumed by the storage infrastructure alone.
Reducing the energy consumed as part of the storage, will thus
have a large impact on the overall data center energy consumption.
We are not the first to investigate the storage stack to increase its
energy efficiency. As already indicated, there are of course many
works that deal with distributed file and storage systems. However,
to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider powering
off entire storage nodes to reduce the consumption of a consistent
hashing based key-value store.
Why Key/Value Stores. When compared to their traditional
data management system counterpart, as we have briefly men-
tioned in the introduction chapter, key/value stores are widely
used in Internet scale services that run in the cloud. Key/value
stores primary advantage over classic relational data management
systems (RDBMS) is easier scaling by adding more servers to the
storage subsystem, also called horizontal scaling. RDBMs are noto-
riously hard to scale — vertical scalability typically being the only
option—once demand exceeds the system’s capacity.
Also, many applications do not need the strict strong consistency
guarantees given by RDBMes (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and
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Durability (ACID) are the bases of RDBMS’es ). This notion of re-
laxing consistency (the C in ACID) is called eventual consistency.
Eventual consistency allows reading a value of a key that has been
recently modified at one replica, but not updated in the rest of the
replicas. Because, it is only eventually all the replicas get the new
updates and become consistent. For many applications on the In-
ternet, a data management system that is reasonably consistent and
low latency is a perfectly better system than a strongly consistent
and slow system. That is why, despite their relaxed consistency,
large scale Internet service providers serve using eventually consis-
tent key-value stores as their data tier 4. Therefore, by guaranteeing4 DeCandia et. al. Dynamo: Amazon’s
Highly Available Key-Value Store.
In Symposium on Operating System
Principles, volume 7, pages 205–220,
2007
performance and availability, key/value stores are preferable over
the traditional RDBMS’es as they are consistent enough for many
real world applications in productions 5.
5 Peter Bailis and Ali Ghodsi. Even-
tual consistency today: Limitations,
extensions, and beyond. Queue, 11(3):
20:20–20:32, March 2013
Further, RDBMS’es ACID property makes replication of data dif-
ficult. This is because the data are distributed on many nodes, and
as a result of distribution, effective joins and aggregations become
impossible. Moreover, it is hard to scale normalized database.
Apache Cassandra. We have mentioned that there are many
key/value stores and among them is Apache Cassandra. Apache
Cassandra is based on consistent hashing. It is best described as
a master-less, peer-to-peer, fast distributed database system, with
high availability, horizontal (linear) Scalability —to double the
performance, just double the number of nodes—no single point
of failure, multi-data center, commodity hardware, and tunable
consistency level—consistency level from relaxed to strong being:
Any, One, Quorum, and All. Figure 3.1 shows how consistency
affects latency.
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Figure 3.1: The figure shows how
latency increases as we go from ANY
to ALL consistency level setting in
Cassandra
In Cassandra, every node can become a coordinator node for a
given client’s write or read request as every node can determine
the location of the data locally using consistent hashing. Given all
of these desirable features, Cassandra has become popular and
is being used in many Internet services. Usually, it is installed on
clusters of hundreds and thousands of cheap commodity servers
in often geographically distributed data centers. However, Cas-
sandra has one main drawback: it is not an energy aware or energy
proportional system. In this chapter, we cover how to make Cassan-
dra energy proportional through powering off some of the nodes in
the cluster.
Because Cassandra allows for easy horizontal scalability, it
already incorporates functionality to add and remove storage
nodes. What is missing, however, is to distinguish between nodes
added/removed to increase/decrease capacity, from the case where
nodes are periodically powered off to save energy. Changing the
number of storage nodes typically triggers some kind of load-
balancing to integrate the new nodes into the storage cluster. For
example, nodes which have almost reached their maximum capac-
ity may transfer data to new nodes. This ensures that all nodes
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carry their share of the total load and prevents imbalances. If
nodes, previously powered off to save energy, re-join the cluster,
different actions are necessary. They already contain copies of cer-
tain data items, i.e., they do not start from scratch. Their state must
only be synchronized again with the state of the other nodes.
In this chapter, we make the following contributions: Section II
describes the system overview, Section III describes the problem
space, architectural constraints, and target properties of our energy-
aware key-value store called PowerCass. The algorithms underlying
the decentralized architecture of Cassandra required extensive
modifications to support controlled, periodic node shutdowns.
The details are presented in Section IV along with other design
choices and implementation details. We evaluated PowerCass using
existing and well-known key-value benchmarks and report the
results in Section V. Section VI puts PowerCass into the context of
other power-aware storage systems and compares them. We draw
conclusions in Section VII.
System Overview
In this section, we describe how Apache Cassandra works to
achieve its highly desirable features. As mentioned in the intro-
duction section of this chapter, Apache Cassandra is based on a
peer-to-peer system model: nodes in the cluster are constantly com-
municating to each other to exchange state information. Its mas-
terless distributed architecture is free from a single point of failure.
Figure 3.2 is a small four node cluster. >>
>
>
>>
>
>>>
>
>
N1
N3
P3
P2P1
p4
N4 N2
K1 v1 v2
v4v3K2
K3 v6 v5
v8v7K4
Figure 3.2: The figure shows a Cas-
sandra cluster with 4 nodes with a
consistent hashing ring of 4 parti-
tions. N1 is responsible for P1, N2 is
responsible for P2 etc
Cassandra adapts its distributed system techniques from Ama-
zon Dynamo 6 and its data model from Google’s Bigtable 7. Clients
6 DeCandia et. al. Dynamo: Amazon’s
Highly Available Key-Value Store.
In Symposium on Operating System
Principles, volume 7, pages 205–220,
2007
7 Fay Chang et al. Bigtable: A dis-
tributed storage system for structured
data. In Proceedings of the 7th USENIX
Symposium on Operating Systems Design
and Implementation - Volume 7, OSDI
’06. USENIX Association, 2006
of Cassandra can send requests to any node in the cluster. The
node that received the client request becomes the coordinator of
the request. Cassandra is a partitioned row data store, where the
rows are key/value pairs. For example, in Figure 3.2, the row rep-
resented by K1 is stored at node N1, row of K2 at N2, row of K3 at
N3 and row of K4 at N4, assuming that K1, K2, K3, and K4 consis-
tent hashed into partitions P1, P2, P3 and P4 respectively.
Cassandra is an always writable system, even in the presences
of network partitions. Therefore, it is considered available and
partition-tolerant (AP) in terms of the Brewer’s CAP (Consistency,
Availability, and Partition) theorem 8 — the CAP theorem states
8 Seth Gilbert and Nancy Lynch.
Brewer’s conjecture and the feasibility
of consistent, available, partition-
tolerant web services. SIGACT News,
33(2):51–59, June 2002
that in the presence of a network partition, fault tolerant distributed
data stores can choose to be either consistent or available, but not
both. Cassandra supports multiple data centers deployment for
latency reduction across a wide area network. In the subsequent
paragraphs we cover the mechanisms that Cassandra implements to
achieve availability, scalability, performance and fault tolerance. We
start with how it partitions its data and distributes among its nodes.
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Data Partitioning and Distribution
Apache Cassandra partitions data(a list of key/value pairs) and
distributes it evenly across a cluster of nodes so that each node
becomes responsible for part of the key space. When a node boot-
straps, it fetches from the configuration file its administrator as-
signed token range which determines the partition on the ring
for which the node will be responsible for. Also, it fetches the ad-
dresses of the seed nodes that provides tokens of other nodes in the
cluster. Once bootstrapped successfully, Cassandra uses consistent
hashing to determine the node on the ring responsible for a given
data. So what is consistent hashing and how does Cassandra use it?
Consistent Hashing
Consistent hashing specifies a distribution of data among servers in
such a way that servers can be added or removed without having
to totally reorganize the data. It was originally proposed for web
caching on the Internet to address the issue of hot spots and lack of
capacity to get the complete information about the entire network 9.9 David Karger, Eric Lehman, Tom
Leighton, Rina Panigrahy, Matthew
Levine, and Daniel Lewin. Consistent
hashing and random trees: Distributed
caching protocols for relieving hot
spots on the world wide web. In
Proceedings of the Twenty-ninth Annual
ACM Symposium on Theory of Comput-
ing, STOC ’97, pages 654–663, New
York, NY, USA, 1997. ACM
Systems based on consistent hashing have also been investi-
gated in the context of distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, such
as Chord 10 and Pastry 11. Using consistent hashing each data
10 Ion Stoica, Robert Morris, David
Karger, M Frans Kaashoek, and Hari
Balakrishnan. Chord: A scalable peer-
to-peer lookup service for internet
applications. In ACM SIGCOMM
Computer Communication Review,
volume 31, pages 149–160. ACM, 2001
11 Antony Rowstron and Peter Dr-
uschel. Pastry: Scalable, decentralized
object location, and routing for large-
scale peer-to-peer systems. In Mid-
dleware 2001, pages 329–350. Springer,
2001
item is assigned a floating point value, its ID, in the range between
zero and one. In addition to the data items, there are virtual and
physical storage nodes. Each virtual node is responsible for a range
of items, based on the virtual node’s ID. The virtual nodes are then
assigned to physical nodes, to finally determine which physical
server is responsible for which item. The idea of introducing virtual
nodes as an indirection between mapping items to physical servers
was brought forward by the Amazon Dynamo system. An extra
level of indirection allows for greater flexibility when mapping
items to physical servers. For example, some items may be more
popular than others or the physical nodes may be a mix of low
and high power servers. Randomly mapping items to servers will
result in an uneven load distribution on the physical machines. By
randomly mapping items to virtual nodes, we gain the flexibility to
account for skewed content popularity and heterogeneous servers.
More powerful servers will, for example, be responsible for a larger
number of virtual nodes.
Similar to Dynamo, Chord and Pastry, a Cassandra cluster is
formed using consistent hashing. The output of Consistent hash-
ing can be represented as a ring. See Figure 3.2. The ring model
holds because of the wrapping up of the hash values to the min-
imum value after the hash value reaches its maximum value. On
the ring, the cluster nodes become responsible for a shard of the
ring and the portion of the ring a node does take is determined by
the value of a token assigned to the node. A node is responsible
for hash values from the previous token (exclusive) to the node’s
token (inclusive). Later on, when data is to be read or write, a par-
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titioner object, which implements a consistent hashing algorithm,
determines its position on the ring using a hash function. Once the
position is known, the first node when we walk the ring the clock-
wise direction and which has a token value ID greater than the key
hash value is selected as the primary node for the first replica of
that data. Currently Cassandra offers Murmur3Partitioner (default),
RandomPartitioner and ByteOrderedPartitioner partitioners.
In a consistent hashed based systems, if we have k keys and n
nodes in a cluster, each node is responsible for k/n data. So when
a node is added or removed, there is no need to remap all the data
except the k/n data on the affected node. This is because, the rest
of the keys will continue to be mapped to the same node by con-
sistent hashing. This behaviour makes consistent hashing very
efficient when compared to other data distribution algorithms.
For example, if we had used modulo of n (k%n) to map the parti-
tion and distribute the keys to n nodes, and a node is added or re-
moved, we would need to remap every data in all the nodes to n+1
[k % (n + 1)] or n-1 [k % (n − 1)] nodes respectively. So consistent
hashing is consistent in assigning most of the keys to their original
nodes during remapping. Consistent hashing partitioning increases
the performance of Cassandra through enabling concurrent services
from multiple nodes. It also makes Cassandra horizontally and lin-
early scalable. However, it doesn’t make Cassandra durable, as a
node failure means loosing all the data that node is responsible for.
As it is common in distributed systems, Cassandra also depends on
redundancy of data through data replication on multiple nodes to
make its data durable and available.
Data Replication
Besides durability and availability, data replication helps to min-
imize load imbalances and communication costs among nodes as
well as maximize fault tolerance. But it is important to approach
replication in a manner that gives the system the most performance
benefit. Cassandra uses replication strategies to determine place-
ment of copies of a given data among its nodes in different racks
and data centers. Replication factor, which is a user configurable
parameter, determines how many numbers of copies of a given
data we make and store in the system. For example, a replication
factor of 3 informs Cassandra to store 3 replicas of each row on
three different nodes. As we have indicated above, the partitioner
determines the placement of the first replica. However, the replica-
tion strategy decides the location of the second and third replicas.
The replication strategy takes into consideration in which racks
and data centers to place the replicas. Unlike the partitioner, the
replication strategy depends on a Snitch object to understand the
topology of the underlying network. Snitches specifically determine
proximity of nodes to each other.
Cassandra supports pluggable replication strategies in addition
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to its out of the box two native replication strategies: the Simple
Strategy, and the Network Topology Strategy. The Simple strategy
simply places the non-primary replicas on subsequent nodes on the
ring following the node the partitioner selects to store the primary
replica. Simple strategy is data center unaware. On the other hand,
the Network Topology Strategy is data center aware and does not
store all replicas in the same rack and the same data center. Once
replication is in place, Cassandra makes sure that there is accept-
able consistency among replicas.
Consistency
Cassandra provides a tunable consistency model. Clients of Cassan-
dra determine the number of replicas in a cluster that must respond
for a read or write request. This is called the consistency level of the
request. So in any read and write requests, users specify the con-
sistency level parameter. Based on the consistency level specified
Cassandra exhibits either a strong or eventual consistency mode.
Strong consistency guarantees that all replicas return the last write.
Eventual consistency, however, does not guarantee the last write
from every replica. As we have discussed previously, eventual con-
sistency only guarantees that all replicas eventually will return the
last modification. Cassandra achieves eventual consistency through
a Read-Repair process. Read-Repair occurs with a probability of
read-repair-chance configured for a given table, whenever the sys-
tem handles a read request from clients. During Read-Repair the
coordinator node sends a request to the nodes that did not partic-
ipate in the read to send their data in a digested form. Then the
coordinator node compares all replicas and writes the most recent
version to any replica node that does not have it. There is a man-
ual version of Read-Repair called Anti-Entropy which is used for
routine maintenance to address data inconsistency. Cassandra, like
Dynamo and Riak, accomplishes Anti-Entropy using Merkle trees—
a hash tree which finds differences in data blocks.
To keep replicas consistent, Cassandra nodes must be able to
communicate with each other to exchange state information as well
as data. For this purpose Cassandra uses a gossiping communica-
tion protocol and messaging services.
The Gossiping Communication Protocol
In Cassandra, similar to Dynamo and Riak again, each node dis-
covers the state of every other node in the cluster through a Gossip
protocol. Every second, the nodes in the Cassandra cluster gossip
information about themselves and other nodes they have already
gossiped with. The gossip takes place between a node and a ran-
domly selected three other nodes, instead of broadcasting to all
nodes. This is because broadcasting can congest the network with
non-user traffic and deteriorates the data store’s performance as
well as its availability. With this random gossiping approach, Cas-
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sandra make sure that eventually, every node in the cluster gets
the necessary information about the rest of the nodes. Whenever
a node receives a gossip message, it replaces its old state informa-
tion with the new information; Cassandra uses version numbers
to phase out the old gossip information with the new one. During
bootstrap, Cassandra uses seed nodes to discover all the member
nodes in the system. During reboot, a node does not need to con-
tact a seed node as the previous states of the nodes is already saved
on a disk and can be fetched and used. Among other things the
gossiping protocol facilitates failure detection and fault tolerance.
Fault Tolerance
In distributed systems, failure is a norm than the exception. As
a result, failure detection and fault tolerance are base concepts in
distributed systems. Cassandra uses an accrual failure detection
mechanism 12 and the gossip information to locally determine 12 N. Hayashibara, X. Defago, R. Yared,
and T. Katayama. The phi; accrual
failure detector. In Proceedings of the
23rd IEEE International Symposium
on Reliable Distributed Systems, 2004.,
pages 66–78, Oct 2004
whether another node is available or not. The accrual failure de-
tection mechanism is based on a suspicion level instead of exact
values. To assign a suspicion value for a given node, the accrual
calculation takes into account historical data about network per-
formance and workload. An administrator can just the sensitivity
of the failure detector according to the property of the underling
network. Assigning the threshold is a trade off between whether
we like to increase the likelihood that unresponsive node treated
as down immediately and decrease the likelihood that transient
failures do not lead to a node being marked as down.
To tolerate failures, Cassandra depends on replication and
hinted-hand-off mechanisms. Replicating each data item according
to some predefined replication factor N helps to continue serving
clients, as long as the number of nodes required by the consistency
level are available. Cassandra employs a technique called hinted
handoff to buffer writes if certain nodes are unreachable or crashed.
If a replica is not available for writing, the node coordinating the
write request locally stores a hint that the write failed and should
be retried at a later time. In this sense, Cassandra does not con-
sider hinted handoff writes to count towards the consistency level
requirements.
Note that the hinted handoff mechanism in Cassandra is dif-
ferent from Dynamo. In Dynamo, hinted handoffs are stored on
healthy nodes belonging to the key’s preference list. While the hinted
handoffs writes are reconciled in Dynamo too, the hinted handoff
copies still count towards the required consistency level.
How Cassandra Handles Read and Write Operations
Write and read operations in Cassandra follows write and read
path respectively. Write path is the steps Cassandra takes to serve
an incoming write data request, whereas read path is the steps
how data is read from the data store. In order to understand Cas-
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sandra’s read and write paths it is important first to understand
some key data structures and concepts used by Cassandra: Column,
ColumnFamily, KeySpace, Memtable, CommitLog, BloomFilter, and
SSTable.
Column- is the smallest unit of data storage in Cassandra. Columns
are stored as a tuple of column-name/column-value/time-stamp.
Row- is a collection of columns and identified by a partition key.
The partition key determines the placement of the data in the clus-
ter. Each partition key of a row is hashed by the partitioner to de-
termine the key’s position on the ring. When we walk the ring in a
clockwise direction, the first node we encounter becomes respon-
sible for the row. A row is the smallest unit of data replication in
Cassandra, and every Cassandra node caches recently accessed
rows in the Row Cache. Besides, Cassandra also caches recently
accessed partition keys in the Key Cache.
ColumnFamily(Table)- A collection of rows. Basically a column
family is a map of sorted map: Map<RowKey, SortedMap<ColumnKey,
ColumnValue».
Keyspace-A collection of all the column families of an application.
It is the keyspace that we partition and distribute throughout the
cluster. In Cassandra, we specify the replication factor and the
replication strategy per keyspace:
CREATEKEYSPACE keyspacename
WITHreplication = {′class′ : ′SimpleStrategy′, ′replication_ f actor′ : 3};
Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between Keyspace, Columnfamily
and column.
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Figure 3.3: The figure shows keyspace,
columnfamily and column relation-
ships
SSTable- A Sorted String Table (SSTable) is an ordered immutable
key/value map. It is basically an efficient way of storing large
sorted data segments in a file on a disk.
Bloom Filters- A probabilistic data structure associated with
an SSTable. A bloom filter can tell if a key probably exists in an
SSTable or definitely does not exist in an SSTable. This helps to
avoid disk seeks for non-existent keys. As a side effect, it improves
Cassandra’s node level energy efficiency.
Write Back Cache - A write back cache is where the write oper-
ation is only directed to the cache and completion is immediately
confirmed. This is different from Write-through cache where the
write operation is directed at the cache, but is only confirmed once
the data is written to both the cache and the underlying storage
structure.
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Memtable A memtable is a write back cache of a columnfamily re-
siding in memory which has not been flushed to the disk yet. This
structure in connection with Commitlog contribute to Cassandra’s
energy saving at node levels.
CommitLog- A disk based append-only log structure (file) used to
improve the writing performance of Cassandra and data durability.
Commitlog saves the changes made to any column family in the
Memtable. As it is used to avoid random seeking on a disk, the use
of Commitlog improves the energy saving potential of Cassandra at
the node level.
Cassandra Write(Mutation) Path
When a client wants to write to the Cassandra data store, it sends
its request to one of the nodes in the cluster. This node immediately
becomes the coordinator node for this particular client request. In
the request, the client specifies the key and the consistency level
of the data. The coordinator node—the coordinating logic is im-
plemented in a StorageProxy object— uses the key to identify the
replica nodes responsible for this particular key using the parti-
tioner and the replication strategy of the Keyspace. Once the nodes
are identified, the coordinator sends the request to the nodes so that
they carry out the requested operation. At each node, Cassandra
first writes the data into the Commitlog to make sure that the data
is durable. Then it writes the same data into the Memtable. Once
writing into the Commit log and the Memtable are successfully com-
pleted, Casandra immediately sends acknowledgment back to the
coordinator node without waiting the data been written to SSTable.
This approach makes Cassandra to have fast write path and makes
it highly suitable for write-heavy workloads.
Figure 3.4: Cassandra Write
Path.The figure is an adaptation
from the Apache Cassandra
documentation of Datastax.
(http://docs.datastax.com/en/cassandra/3.0
/cassandra/dml/dm-
lAboutReads.html)
The coordinator node waits up to 10 seconds to get all the ac-
knowledgments from a number of nodes equal to the number spec-
ified in the consistency level. If the nodes are not able to respond
within 10 seconds, the coordinator node timeouts and notify the
client that the operation is failed. Otherwise, the client receives an
acknowledgment of success. Cassandra can not keep writing in the
Memtable for long, as Memtable is residing in memory where space
is a big constraint for big data stores like Cassandra. As a result,
Cassandra flushes the Memtable to disk either when the Memtable
or the Commitlog hits some pre-configured size limit or an admin-
istrator issues a flush command. In Cassandra, Memtable flush-
ing results in the creation of a new SSTable on the disk. Once the
SSTable is created Cassandra no longer needs the copy of the data
in the Commitlog as well as in the Memtable, and subsequently it
discards them all. However, if the system fails before the data is
persisted to an SSTable, Cassandra can recover the data from the
Commitlog to Memtable and then to SSTable after the system come
back.
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Cassandra can not keep creating indefinite SSTables on the disk
either. Because multiple SSTables result in seeking for a key at mul-
tiple places during reading. This obviously hurt the performance of
the store. To alleviate the problem, Cassandra periodically merges
the SSTables through a compaction process, which is a complex and
time-consuming operation.
Cassandra Read Path
Cassandra’s read path is far more complicated than its write path.
See 3.5. When a node receives a read request from clients, just
like the write case, it becomes the coordinator for this specific read
request. Again like the write operations, the coordinator directly
sends the request to the appropriate nodes(the appropriate node
could be itself). The number of nodes that the coordinator contacts
depends on the consistency level specified in the client request.
When an appropriate node receives the request, first it looks in
the Row Cache and if the row is found in the cache, it immediately
serves the row from the cache without further looking into the
other containers. In case of a miss in the row cache, Cassandra
uses the Bloom filters to filter out those SSTables that do not contain
the requested record. Then it looks into the Key Cache to find the
records offset in an SSTalbe if the key is recently accessed. If the
key is in the key cache Cassandra uses it to fetch it from the disk
and return it to the coordinator. In case of a miss in the key cache,
Cassandra uses the key indexes on disk to get the offset of the
record in its SSTable, fetch the data from the SSTable and return it
back to the coordinator.
Figure 3.5: Cassandra Read
Path. The figure is an adaptation
from the Apache Cassandra
documentation of Datastax
(http://docs.datastax.com/en/cassandra/3.0/
cassandra/dml/dmlAboutReads.html)
Once the coordinator got all the required number of responses,
the coordinator compares the versions of the data from the different
nodes and returns the latest version to the client. If there is a data
version mismatch, Cassandra issues a Read Repair command to the
node/nodes which responded with the older version of the data.
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As we have indicated previously, the read repair operation helps
to push the new version of the data to the nodes that are lagging
behind.
Characterization Of Key/Value Store Energy Wastes
As we have mentioned in the background chapter, to the best of
our knowledge there had been no work that deal with the energy
efficiency problem of consistent hashing based storage systems be-
fore our work. Therefore, neither the original Amazon Dynamo,
nor the open-source clone Apache Cassandra addresses the issue of
saving energy during low activity times. However, some techniques
Cassandra uses to improve its performance may help save energy
indirectly. Such techniques include the use of bloom filters, caching
rows and keys in memories, and sequential writing to the disks.
All these techniques help reduce disk activities. Many studies, as is
indicated in the background section, show that techniques that re-
duce disk activities has the potential to reduce energy consumption
of a node. But how much energy can these techniques save is not
in the scope of this thesis and left for future work. However, as we
see in the evaluation section, their effect is minimum compared to
powering of a Cassandra node entirely as the idle consumption is
the biggest source of energy waste.
Figure 3.6: Fraction of a normalized
world traffic to google services
So our goal is to introduce the idea of temporarily switching off nodes
into Apache Cassandra to create an energy efficient, consistent hash based
key/value store that we named PowerCass. Creating PowerCass de-
mands us adapting the implementation of Cassandra in such a way
that it allows nodes to be shutdown but not considered as failed.
Our main assumption is that powering off storage nodes is possi-
ble in Internet scale services because workloads are known to have
diurnal pattern 13. Previous work has shown 14, 15 that, over the 13 Berk Atikoglu, Yuehai Xu, Eitan
Frachtenberg, Song Jiang, and Mike
Paleczny. Workload analysis of a large-
scale key-value store. SIGMETRICS
Perform. Eval. Rev., 40(1):53–64, June
2012
14 L.A. Barroso and U. Hölzle. The dat-
acenter as a computer: An introduction
to the design of warehouse-scale ma-
chines. Synthesis Lectures on Computer
Architecture, 4(1), 2009
15 D. Meisner, C.M. Sadler, L.A. Bar-
roso, W.D. Weber, and T.F. Wenisch.
Power management of online data-
intensive services. In International
Symposium on Computer Architecture,
2011
course of a day, the workload exhibits times of high and low ac-
tivity. Additionally, resources in data centers must be provisioned
for peak activity. Those resources are idle or have a low utilization
for the non-peak activity times. Hence, any scheme which does not
allow taking offline unused resources will necessarily waste power.
Figure 3.6 shows a diurnal pattern of a fraction of world traffic to
Google services 16.
16 Real time traffic to google
produce services , 2017. URL
https://www.google.com/
transparencyreport/traffic/
explorer/?r=US&l=WEBSEARCH
In this work, we want to shut off nodes in tiers following the
daily usage pattern, instead of arbitrarily switching off individual
nodes. We have three tiers, each consisting of 1/3rd of the nodes.
The nodes are classified by their activity pattern, i.e., how long they
are on- or offline. We call them active, dormant, and sleepy. While
active nodes are constantly on, nodes in the other two tiers are
powered off from time to time. The distinction between dormant
and sleepy nodes is that the latter only are powered on very infre-
quently, i.e., they sleep most of the time. We only power them on to
synchronize their state with other replicas or during peak workload
activity.
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With our three tier division of storage nodes, we can potentially
power off 2/3rds of the nodes, saving up to 66% of energy, com-
pared to the always-on baseline configuration.
When adapting Cassandra to support the notion of powered
off nodes, many aspects of the distributed protocols underlying
it must be considered. Concepts such as hinted handoff and al-
ways writable property must be maintained. We will detail our
architecture, design, and implementation in the next section. To
summarize, we propose an energy efficient key-value store based
on consistent hashing. We partition the storage nodes into three
classes, active, dormant, and sleepy. The nodes in the dormant
and sleepy tiers are powered off at times of low workload activity.
Powering off the nodes has no effect on data availability, i.e., all
the data is still accessible. We intend to store replicas in different
data centers to improve durability and fault tolerance in the face of
failures. We have to adapt the data placement strategy within the
original Cassandra to ensure this property.
Design, Architecture, and Implementation
Figure 3.7: Token assignment in
PowerCass. We place nodes on the
ring in groups of three. This allows us
to switch off two of three nodes in a
group while maintaining availability of
all data items.
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As in Cassandra, each PowerCass node is assigned a unique token
to determine the range of keys it is responsible for. For example,
in Figure 3.7, node A is responsible for all keys between I and A,
i.e., A is the coordinator for this key range. The coordinator makes
sure that the keys are replicated N times, where N is the replication
factor. Assuming a typical replication factor of 3, keys in the range
between I and A will also be stored on nodes B and C.
The first challenge when thinking about powering down nodes
in Cassandra is to maintain the required consistency levels. Cas-
sandra allows the consistency requirements to be tuned to the
workload mix, by varying the number of replicas involved dur-
ing read and write operations. The two parameters in question are
commonly denoted R and W, specifying the number of replicas in-
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volved for a read and write operation, respectively. Consistency is
guaranteed as long as:
R + W > N
For example, a system which sees a very read-heavy workload
may want to set R = 1 and W = 3, meaning that read requests can
be answered as soon as any of the replicas responded. On the other
hand, the occasional write request must wait for a successful reply
from all three replicas before returning success to the client.
To assess the effect of powering down nodes, we had to carefully
consider the implications on the hinted handoff mechanism. As
outlined earlier, the power-saving mechanisms must not change
the basic consistency guarantees of Cassandra. If the user requests
a replication factor, N, of three, we must ensure to store N copies
when writing. Because we intend to power off a large fraction, up
to 2/3rds, of the nodes, we had to have a mechanism similar to how
hinted handoff works in Dynamo. That is, if the replicas are not
powered on, the writes have to be re-directed somewhere else.
Hinted handoff would have been of little help here, because it
only stores a single copy, i.e., replaces only a single original replica.
Also, the way Cassandra stores hinted handoffs is not very perfor-
mant. This is acceptable for Cassandra, because the hints are only
infrequently accessed, e.g., only during replay. We, on the other
hand, expect to see a lot of re-directed writes because of powered
off nodes.
Hence, we changed the distribution of nodes on the ring as
shown in Figure 3.7. Three nodes form a group, where the entire
group is responsible for a certain key range. In the example, nodes
A, B, and C each store the keys in the range between I and A. The
nodes are assigned adjacent tokens, i.e., node A has token T, node B
has token T+1, and node C gets the token T+2. As a result, they are
virtually identical copies of each other. We can then safely power
off two out of three nodes in a group, e.g., B and C, while all the
keys in the range I to A are still available.
The benefit of this grouping is that when B or C wake up from
sleep, there are no hinted handoffs that must be reconciled to yield
an up-to-date state. Only offloaded write logs must be replayed,
simplifying the design and implementation of PowerCass. Since
the log replay is performed from two or three nodes at a time it is
much faster than the hint replay as the hint is always stored in a
single node.
PowerCass Components
Next, we list the most important components added to the original
Cassandra implementation. Figure 3.8 has a visual representation
of the component’s relationship. A description of how each com-
ponent contributes to our goal of powering down nodes during
off-peak hours follows:
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Figure 3.8: Components of PowerCass.
New components, not present in
the original Cassandra, required for
“green” operation are colored green.
The others are previously existing
but modified components. The figure
displays two nodes of a cluster.
The Power Manager runs periodically, e.g., every ten minutes,
on each node. On active nodes, the Power Manager determines
whether it is time to wake up its corresponding dormant or sleepy
node. Dormant and sleepy nodes must be woken up periodically
to (re-)synchronize their state with their active peer. Also, dormant
and sleepy nodes are woken up during peak activity time to be
able to cope with the increased workload. On dormant or sleepy
nodes the Power Manager determines when it is time to power the
nodes down again. Either the peak activity period is over and the
additional capacity is no longer required. Alternatively, when the
node was woken up to synchronize with the active peer, the node is
put to sleep again when synchronization is over.
The LogsManager is responsible for writing and replaying logs.
Logs are necessary to maintain the specified replication factor in the
face of sleeping nodes. Instead of writing to the replica nodes, the
write is offloaded to one of the active nodes in the cluster.
The Power Network Topology Strategy determines where offloaded
copies are stored. We have to make sure that copies are stored in
different data centers. As long as there are available active nodes,
writes are offloaded to an active node in the same data center as the
original replica. This ensures good performance when it is time to
replay the offloaded write to the responsible node, because this is
a local data center replay where we have much better bandwidth
compared to replay across data centers over a wide area network.
The Promoter upgrades dormant and sleepy nodes when the
active peer permanently fails. To detect permanent node failures,
we rely on the group membership protocol implemented as part
of the original Cassandra. By promoting nodes we ensure that for
each key-range there is always one active node with the whole data.
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Figure 3.9: Power management
scheduling. The number of running
nodes varies over the course of a day,
following the typical load distribution,
i.e., peak activity is during the day.
During peak activity time, all nodes
are up and running.
Besides powering up nodes based on the time of day, the power
management also considers the system’s current load. If, indepen-
dent of the current time of day, the load cannot be handled by the
active nodes only, the power manager wakes up additional nodes.
The power manager allows specifying flexible strategies to power
on additional nodes. Currently, we use a threshold-based policy. If
the system’s load exceeds 90% of its peak capacity, dormant and
sleepy nodes are brought online. Similarly, if the load drops below
a threshold, for example, 70% of peak load, running dormant nodes
are powered off.
Logging/Write offloading
PowerCass uses logging which builds on the concept of write off-
loading for RAID-based storage 17 and the distributed virtual log 17 D. Narayanan, A. Donnelly, and
A. Rowstron. Write Off-Loading:
Practical Power Management for
Enterprise Storage. ACM Transactions
on Storage, 4(3), 2008a
of Sierra 18. Logging is necessary to achieve the defined replication
18 Eno Thereska et al. Sierra : Practical
Power-proportionality for Data Center
Storage. pages 169–182, 2011
level, N. The original Cassandra would fail a write, if the necessary
number of replicas does not successfully acknowledge a write. For
example, if the dormant and sleepy nodes in a peer group are shut
off, any write with a consistency level of more than one will fail.
The consistency level defines the number of replicas which must
successfully respond. But because two out of three replicas are
sleeping, only one replica will report success.
Staying with the Cassandra implementation would mean to
severely reduce the consistency level clients could expect from the
system, in exchange for a reduced energy consumption. Instead
of failing the write, because the required number of replicas is not
online, we redirect the write to other, active nodes. This is similar
to, for example, Dynamo’s preference lists 19. 19 DeCandia et. al. Dynamo: Amazon’s
Highly Available Key-Value Store.
In Symposium on Operating System
Principles, volume 7, pages 205–220,
2007
For a replication factor of three, we have to find one or two ad-
ditional active nodes, depending on whether only the sleepy node
is suspended or both, the sleepy and dormant node. For a given
key K, we find the active logging node by walking the ring clock-
wise and picking the first active node in the same data center as
the active replica for the key. Picking a node in the same data cen-
ter reduces the overhead when replaying the log. When one of the
original replicas comes back from sleep, the offloaded writes are
consolidated with the original replica. Having the replica and the
offloaded node in the same data center, it speeds up the replay
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phase.
Replica placement
The replica placement determines how the nodes, e.g., A through I
in Figure 3.7, are mapped to different datacenters. The constraints
we have for the placement is that the nodes belonging to a peer
group must reside in separate data centers. Recall, that the nodes
of a peer group are responsible for the same key range. To protect
against the unavailability of keys, the replicas must be geographi-
cally distributed, i.e., be stored in different data centers.
Sticking with the example in Figure 3.7, we see how the nodes
are mapped to different data centers in Figure 3.10. The active,
dormant, and sleepy nodes are load-balanced across the different
data centers. Taking the peer group consisting of A, B, and C, node
A is mapped to data center 1, B to data center 2, and C to data
center 3. The pattern continues for the other remaining nodes and
peer groups.
In large deployments, it may be required to map deviate from
the even assignment of nodes to data centers, because some nodes
hold keys that are very popular. This is, of course, also possible.
Figure 3.10: PowerCass replication
strategy. Active, dormant, and sleepy
nodes are load-balanced across the
available data centers. The nodes of
each peer group, e.g., A, B, and C,
all reside in different data centers to
maximize fault tolerance.
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Promotion for fault tolerance and availability
This section describes PowerCass’s way of tolerating faults through
node group membership changes. Write availability of nodes in
the active group is maintained through the existing hinted handoff
mechanism. That is, if an active node is unreachable for a short
time period and the consistency level allows for it, the write is
handled using the existing hinted handoff mechanism. Instead of
writing on the active replica, a hint is written on the coordinator.
After a permanent node failure in the active group, the active
node’s dormant peer is promoted to become the active node of
this peer group. Similarly, the sleepy becomes this peer group’s
dormant node. After promotion, the new active node receives of-
floaded writes and hinted handoffs from other nodes. This proce-
dure is similar to what happens when a dormant node wakes up to
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synchronize its state with that of the active replica.
When a substitute node appears, the failed node data is repli-
cated in parallel on to new node from the current active and dor-
mant nodes and the newly integrated node continues as a sleepy
node. Currently it is the administrator’s responsibility to configure
the substitute node as a sleepy node.
Promoting nodes takes a few seconds which does not signifi-
cantly increase the window of vulnerability, but still the system
temporarily becomes unavailable during the transition time. This
can be avoided by having the dormant node run most of the time,
again this increases the power consumption.
Transient and permanent logger failures: When an active node
fails any logs on it get lost. To maintain the replication factor of
logs we re-replicate the data from the remaining log and the active
node. However, before we replicate we make sure that we are not
near to waking up the nodes for which we are keeping the log. In
this scenario instead of replicating the log we wake up the destina-
tion node so that the log is replayed to it.
Since power cycling is done at a few times per day, we do not
pass a daily limit in the number of power cycling a node. For scrub-
bing purpose, we rotate the nodes’ responsibility among active,
dormant and sleepy.
Evaluation
In this section we answer the following questions. First, what are
the power savings? Second, what is the impact the energy saving
algorithm on performance?
All experiments are executed on a 10 machine cluster. Each
server has two quad-core Intel Xeon E5430 processors, 8GB of
RAM, and a 500 GB SCSI disk for local storage. They all run De-
bian Wheezy with a 3.2 kernel. The servers communicate over Gi-
gabit Ethernet. We configured 9 machines to form a PowerCass or
Cassandra cluster and used one machine to generate client requests.
The nodes are connected to multiple power distribution units (PDUs)
of the Raritan Dominion PX model. When reporting power mea-
surements, we collected the consumption as reported by the PDUs.
The current power draw can be queried via the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP). The top-of-rack switches are also
connected to the same PDUs, hence their power consumption is
also included in the results.
Our evaluation uses the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark frame-
work, YCSB for short 20. YCSB has been used extensively for bench- 20 Brian F Cooper et al. Benchmarking
cloud serving systems with YCSBmarking. There are six types of workloads in YCSB, which we used
to compare the performance and power consumption of PowerCass
and Cassandra. Each workload type models a certain usage pattern
observed by the YSCB developers in large-scale systems at Yahoo.
The six workload types consist of a mix of read and write requests
as follows:
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• Workload A (Update heavy): consists of 50% read and 50% write.
It selects its records based on Zipfian distribution.
• Workload B (Read heavy): consists of 95% read and 5% write. It
selects its records based on Zipfian distribution.
• Workload C (Read only): consists of 100% read. It selects its
records based on Zipfian.
• Workload D (Read Latest): reads latest workloads.
• Workload E (Short ranges): scans short ranges of records. It
selects its records based on Zipfian/Uniform.
• Workload F (Read-Modify-Write): clients read, modify and fi-
nally writes back.
Each YCSB run consists of two phases: the loading phase and the
transaction phase. During the loading phase, we load data into the
storage system, populating the key space. During the transaction
phase a random mix of read, write, scan, and update operations
are performed, and the relative frequency of each operation is de-
termined by the workload type. YCSB measures the end to end
latency of executing operations that include the network latency in
addition to the database processing time.
For our experiments, we populated the store with 10 million
records. Each key refers to a 1 KiB value. See table 3.1. All mea-
surements were collected during the transaction phase.
user5453963746564449472
field0 field1 field2 field3 field4 field5 field6 field7 field8 field9
"!nI..." "._m3..." ",=<..." "?)..." ",>h..." "5*b..." "82̂..." "5#m..." "hcd..." "!@(..."
Table 3.1: One record in YCSB table.
The values are randomly generated
characters.
To represent heavy, medium and low loads, we vary the total
number of operations during a benchmark run. For example, we
define heavy load as between 6 to 10 million operations, medium
load as 3 to 6 million requests and less than three million represents
low load. Together with the total number of requests we also vary
the number of client threads. We use 25 threads to simulate low
load, 50 threads for medium load, and 100 threads for high load.
This ensures that the benchmark runs finish within the same time
frame, i.e., that the operations per second varies between the differ-
ent load scenarios. A typical benchmark run is 180 seconds in our
case. By completing 3 million requests for the low load scenario,
this works out to an average of 16.6 thousands requests per second.
Besides the power consumption, we also measure performance
related metrics such as throughput and latency. Using these pa-
rameters, we evaluate PowerCass and Cassandra: when all nodes
(active, dormant, sleepy) are powered on, only when nodes in the
active and dormant groups are powered on, and only when the
active nodes are powered on. This way we assess the performance
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Figure 3.11: Comparing latency and
throughput of PowerCass and Cassan-
dra with workload A. Both systems
behave equally under increasing load,
i.e., with increasing throughput the
latency increases too.
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and power consumption for varying load levels and configura-
tions. We expect that PowerCass consumes the same power and
perform equivalently as the original Cassandra, when all nodes are
powered on. In other words, our modifications don’t create severe
performance degradation on the performance metrics of Cassandra.
However, when we have power downed nodes, PowerCass should
consume proportionally less power and still offer acceptable perfor-
mance with that of Cassandra, meaning PowerCass should be able
to cope with medium or low workloads similar to Cassandra.
PowerCass vs Cassandra
The first set of experiments is done to find out whether PowerCass
and Cassandra performs equivalently and consume comparable
amounts of energy when all nodes are up. Figure 3.11 shows la-
tency versus throughput graph for both systems for the update
heavy (workload A) workload. As the figure shows, for both sys-
tems operation latency increased as the offered throughput in-
creased. Moreover, as the throughput increases PowerCass’s latency
increases a bit faster than the Cassandra’s latency. We observed
similar latency/throughput comparisons between the two systems
for the other five YCSB workload types.
Figure 3.12 through Figure 3.16 compares PowerCass and Cas-
sandra on power consumption during operations from update
heavy, read heavy, read only, read latest, and read-modify-update
workloads. This experiment is run according to the YCSB frame-
work recommendation: populate the store system with data for
workload A, then run workload A, B, C, F, and D, and finally col-
lect the metrics for each workload. This way, we avoid having to
reload the storage engine with different data prior to each work-
load. The figures show that both systems have nearly same power
consumption with very few exceptions over the course of running
the five workload types.
Figure 3.12 through Figure 3.16 also show that the power con-
sumption of the two systems follows a pattern of highs and lows.
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The highs in the graphs occur whenever both systems undertake
compaction activity which involves disk access to merge frag-
mented SSTables. In general, from the two figures, we see that for
all workload types, PowerCass power management has little inter-
ference to the normal operation of the energy unaware Cassandra,
when PowerCass is in full mode.
Figure 3.12: Power consumption: Pow-
erCass vs Cassandra for update heavy
workload. The power consumption is
almost identical between PowerCass
and Cassandra when all nodes are up.
Figure 3.13: Power consumption: Pow-
erCassa Vs. Cassandra for read heavy
wrokload. The power consumption is
almost identical between PowerCass
and Cassandra when all nodes are up.
Figure 3.14: Power consumption:
PowerCass vs Cassandra for read latest
workload. The power consumption is
almost identical between PowerCass
and Cassandra when all nodes are up.
The next section evaluates PowerCass and Cassandra and show
how PowerCass excels in power saving whenever the system is in
low activity periods.
Power saving modes
As mentioned in the previous sections, PowerCass is based on
the diurnal usage pattern common in the real world systems (See
Figure 3.6). Over the course of a day, when the system enters into
its low activity periods, PowerCass powers down either the sleepy
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Figure 3.15: Power consumption:
PowerCass vs Cassandra for read only
workload. The power consumption is
almost identical between PowerCass
and Cassandra when all nodes are up.
Figure 3.16: Power consumption:
PowerCass vs Cassandra for read-
modify-update workload. The power
consumption is almost identical
between PowerCass and Cassandra
when all nodes are up.
nodes when the system is in a medium load period or both the
sleepy and dormant nodes when the system is in a low load period.
We have conducted a number of experiments to find out how much
energy PowerCass saves when it is in the low and medium activity
states.
Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 compare PowerCass’s and Cassan-
dra’s power consumption and throughput when the system faces update
heavy workloads during a medium load period. At this period Pow-
erCass turn off one-thirds of the nodes, leaving only one-thirds of
the nodes available. To satisfy the three replica writes, it uses the
one available active node(the right node which is responsible for
the given write according to consistent hash) with two other active
nodes(not responsible replicas for the current write according to the
replication strategy) for write-offloading; we call this scenario an
active-dormant-log pattern. When we have the active-dormant-log
pattern, the power consumption by PowerCass reduced almost by
33% compared to the power consumption by Cassandra, and its
throughput by almost one-third of Cassandra’s throughput.
Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 compare PowerCass’s and Cassan-
dra’s power consumption and throughput when the system faces up-
date heavy workloads during a low load period. In this scenario we
have active-log-log pattern: nodes only from the active group are
available, where as nodes from the dormant and sleepy groups are
power downed. Now PowerCass managed to reduce the power
consumption by 66% to that of the Cassandra’s consumption.
Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.24 compare PowerCass’s and Cassan-
dra’s power consumption and throughput when the system faces read
oriented workloads during a low and medium load periods. In all cases,
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PowerCass keeps saving the 66% and 33% power during low and
medium period respectively.
Figure 3.17: Comparison of PowerCass
and Cassandra power consumption
when one-thirds of the nodes are
sleeping for PowerCass.
Figure 3.18: Comparison of PowerCass
and Cassandra throughput when one-
thirds of the nodes are sleeping for
PowerCass.
Figure 3.19: Comparison of PowerCass
and Cassandra power consumption
when two-thirds of the nodes are
sleeping for PowerCass.
Related Work
As we have seen in chapter 2, in the literature, there are several
works that deal with energy efficiency and power proportionality of
distributed storage systems. The common and main goal that unites
all the works is creating a storage system that consumes energy
relatively proportional to its work while keeping its highly desir-
able non-functional requirements: availability, consistency, fault
tolerance, durability, scalability, load balancing and performance.
However, beside this uniting goal, energy efficient distributed stor-
age systems differ on many aspects which includes the following:
• whether they target general or specific purpose applications,
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of PowerCass
and Cassandra throughput when two-
thirds of the nodes are sleeping for
PowerCass.
Figure 3.21: Read Heavy Workload.
Comparison of PowerCass and Cassan-
dra throughput and Power
Figure 3.22: Read Only Workload.
Comparison of PowerCass and Cassan-
dra throughput and Power
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Figure 3.23: Read Latest Workload.
Comparison of PowerCass and Cassan-
dra throughput and Power
Figure 3.24: Read Modify Write Work-
load. Comparison of PowerCass and
Cassandra throughput and Power
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• whether they use load prediction or depend on the workload
daily pattern of the system (for example, diurnal or not),
• whether they use data layout policy that lends itself for energy
saving and
• whether their energy adaptation granularity is component level
(disk, cpu), node level, or group level.
In the following paragraphs we will look back into the systems
that we identified in the background chapter to closely see how
PowerCass distinguishes itself from the existing works.
A system most related to our work of energy efficient key-value
store, known to us, is FAWN-KV. Our main difference is it is based
hardware solution. It is a clustered key-value storage system on
top of a vast array of "wimpy" nodes. It is specifically designed
for memory and compute limited nodes. FAWN uses consistent
hash-based data store (FAWN-DS) on the back end nodes. Unlike
PowerCass and Cassandra, which are suitable for general work-
loads, FAWN-KV targets read-intensive, highly parallel, small object
workloads. This kind of specific workload may make FAWN and
other low-power many-core cluster architectures unsuited for gen-
eral data center workloads.
In addition, in contrast to PowerCass, FAWN supports only the
simple replication strategy and strong consistency 21. Whereas, as 21 D.G. Andersen, J. Franklin,
M. Kaminsky, A. Phanishayee, L. Tan,
and V. Vasudevan. FAWN: A Fast
Array of Wimpy Nodes. In Proceedings
of the ACM SIGOPS 22nd Symposium
on Operating Systems Principles, pages
1–14. ACM, 2009
an extension to Cassandra, PowerCass supports tunable consistency
and a variant of the network topology strategy — PowerNetwork
Topology strategy — which properly differentiates between sleep-
ing and failed nodes for its replica placement distribution.
Several works done for energy efficient storage systems are
based on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS file
systems are based on a special central node called name node
which requires a special hardware to avoid becoming a bottleneck;
in contrast to HDFSes PowerCass is based on the fully distributed
architecture of Apache Cassandra where every node is equally
responsible for the activities. Some of these energy efficient dis-
tributed file systems are discussed below.
GreenHDFS 22, as we indicated in Chapter 2, statically classifies 22 Rini T. Kaushik and Milind Bhan-
darkar. GreenHDFS : Towards An
Energy-Conserving, Storage-Efficient,
Hybrid Hadoop Compute Cluster.
2010
data based on popularity into a hot and a cold zone. The hot zone
consists of powered-on nodes and stores active data. The cold zone
stores old and inactive data that is infrequently accessed and can
be powered down. GreenHDFS does not dynamically change data
classification when popularity changes which may hurt availability.
As we will see in Chapter 4, PowerCass uses data popularity to
improve the performance of the system. However, we do not use
data classification as a means to switch off of nodes.
Sierra 23 saves power based on gear leveling power on/off strat- 23 Eno Thereska et al. Sierra : Practical
Power-proportionality for Data Center
Storage. pages 169–182, 2011
egy. A gear level corresponds to the number of nodes that are
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power-on to meet the current load and availability requirements.
In contrast to Sierra which uses multiple gear levels, PowerCass is
based on a simple three gear level. Moreover, Sierra ensures data
availability through prediction whereas PowerCass avail all data all
the time.
Rabbit 24 supports energy efficiency through equal-work data24 Hrishikesh Amur et al. Robust and
flexible power-proportional storage.
Proceedings of the 1st ACM symposium
on Cloud computing - SoCC ’10, 2010
layout policies. It uses write-offloading to postpone powering ma-
chines on Rabbit causes intentional imbalance in capacity to attain
an equal-work layout, which makes it different from PowerCass
which load balances on all nodes through random partitioning.
SRCMap 25 proposes a dynamic replica placement model which25 Akshat Verma et al. SRCMap :
Energy Proportional Storage using
Dynamic Consolidation. Energy, (VM):
20, 2010
replicates only the working data set. The number of replicas for
each data set is variable according to the associated costs and ben-
efit. Different from SRCMap, PowerCass uses a fixed replication
factor of three and replicates all the data.
Write-offloading 26 originally proposed by Narayanan and Don-26 D. Narayanan, A. Donnelly, and
A. Rowstron. Write Off-Loading:
Practical Power Management for
Enterprise Storage. ACM Transactions
on Storage, 4(3), 2008a
nelly used by all energy efficient systems that maintain availability
for writes when nodes for replicas are power downed for energy
saving. Similar to these systems, PowerCass uses write-offloading
during low activity. In PowerCass, logs are also used to serve reads
during the time of active node failure and if a consistency level of
ANY is specified.
Discussion
Our approach of energy saving —dividing nodes into three groups
to model three load periods, and assigning three nodes to be re-
sponsible for one partition on the consistent hash ring— signifi-
cantly improves energy saving for consistent hash based systems.
This approach particularly serves well for loads that shows a fixed
periodic pattern such as the workloads in many Internet scale ser-
vices. In a scenario where we do not have a diurnal pattern, our
energy saving capacity would be diminished due to a frequent
node power recycling.
The approach works very well for workloads that are heavy on
writes, heavy on reads, read only, read latest, and a mix of read,
modify and write. Moreover, it supports write availability during
low and medium period using write offloading. But during low
period, if we face a failure of an active node, the system will be
unavailable until we finish powering up and promote a dormant
node, which usually takes multiple seconds. In addition, Power-
Cass shows a performance degradation compared to Cassandra
which always uses full nodes. This degradation basically arises
due to the use of active nodes as both a proper replica nodes and a
destination of logs. However, PowerCass architecture lends itself to
different mechanisms to address the performance issue, which we
will look at the next chapter.
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Conclusion
We presented the design, architecture, and implementation of Pow-
erCass, our energy-conserving and elastic key-value store. Pow-
erCass is based on the well-known Cassandra 27 key-value store 27 Avinash Lakshman and Prashant
Malik. Cassandra: A decentralized
structured storage system. SIGOPS
Oper. Syst. Rev., 44(2):35–40, April 2010
which was not designed with energy efficiency in mind. We intro-
duced the notion of three different classes of storage nodes: active,
dormant, and sleepy. While active nodes are always-on and sleepy
nodes almost always off, dormant nodes are only active during
times of increased demand. We adapted the distributed algorithms
and protocols of the original Cassandra to support the notion of
these three different storage node classes. The evaluation showed
that PowerCass matches the performance of an unmodified Cassan-
dra implementation when all the nodes are powered on. But Pow-
erCass brought the additional benefit of conserving energy during
low activity periods. As up to two-thirds of the storage nodes may
be offline, PowerCass is able to save up to 66% of energy compared
to the always-on Cassandra.

4
Dynamic PowerCass
Introduction
In the previous chapters we have shown that how PowerCass and
other energy efficient distributed storage systems mainly use the
technique of powering off nodes to save energy during low activity
time. We have also shown that how powering off nodes results in
the performance degradation of the system.
Specific to PowerCass, PowerCass manages powering of nodes
using the simple but elegant strategy of randomly placing a portion
of the consistent hash ring on the same three nodes and turning
off one or two nodes according to the volume of work that the sys-
tem faces in a daily pattern. Even though PowerCass is able to save
tremendous energy with this approach—switching off groups of
nodes during low activity time — it still suffers from performance
degradation and unavailability from powering off nodes. This per-
formance degradation further exacerbated by the static and random
placement nature of consistent hashing. Random and static data
placement strategy may result in a placement of data where it is
not mostly required. Thus, our goal, in this chapter, is to improve
the performance of PowerCass through a placement strategy that
replicates data where it is frequently accessed.
In contrast to clusters that place and lookup data using a central-
server(meta-data server) approach, consistent hashed based clusters
enable each node in a cluster to be able to place and lookup data
locally, without further sending a request to an additional cen-
tral node in the cluster. As a result, consistent hash based systems
do not suffer from a round-trip delay to know the whereabouts
of a data as does the central, meta-data server based approaches.
However, consistent hashing, like all other random placement
approaches, is unconcerned to locality of data, meaning it does
not address the issue of placing replicas on nodes in data centers
where data is frequently accessed by the clients. Thus, systems
such as PowerCass faces the age-old problem of data placement
optimization—data placement optimization determines the best
placement of objects(i.e, key/value pairs in our case) among the
nodes of the cluster.
In the literature, researchers have approached the problem of
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data placement optimization in two ways: the first and the most
traditional approach is to formulate and solve it as an integer linear
programming 1 and 2, and the second approach is to solve it by1 Lawrence W. Dowdy and Derrell V.
Foster. Comparative models of the file
assignment problem. ACM Comput.
Surv., 14(2):287–313, June 1982
2 P. Krishnan, D. Raz, and Y. Shavitt.
The cache location problem.
IEEE/ACM Transactions on Network-
ing, 8(5):568–582, Oct 2000. ISSN
1063-6692
minimizing the number of variables in a repeated round based
optimization 3.
3 João Paiva, Pedro Ruivo, Paolo
Romano, and Luís Rodrigues. Au-
toplacer: Scalable self-tuning data
placement in distributed key-value
stores. In Proceedings of the 10th In-
ternational Conference on Autonomic
Computing (ICAC 13), pages 119–131,
San Jose, CA, 2013. USENIX. ISBN
978-1-931971-02-7
In this work, following the second approach, we show an intelli-
gent, dynamic data placement strategy which maintains the energy
saving capability of PowerCass while maximizing data access local-
ity that enhance PowerCass’s performance and availability.
In order to efficiently and automatically relocate objects, the dy-
namic placement algorithm needs to address three challenges: first,
it should be able to trace the access patterns of an enormous num-
ber of keys in the system; second, it should be able to keep the fast
lookup property of the existing consistent hashing mechanism—we
have shown that with consistent hashing any node in the cluster is
able to determine which node is responsible for a given key with-
out further contacting another nodes in the cluster; and finally, the
strategy needs to consider the available maximum storage capacity
of nodes when dynamically replicate and move objects across the
data centers.
To address the first challenge, which is to be able to trace a large
number of keys, we adopt a stream analysis algorithm studied in
many research papers 4 and 5 and 6 and 7. The stream analysis
4 C. Graham, , and S Muthukrishnan.
An improved data stream summary:
The Count-Min sketch and its applica-
tions. volume 55, pages 58–75, Duluth,
MN, USA, April 2005. Academic Press,
Inc
5 Cheqing Jin, Weining Qian, Chaofeng
Sha, Jeffrey X. Yu, and Aoying Zhou.
Dynamically maintaining frequent
items over a data stream. In Proceedings
of the Twelfth International Conference on
Information and Knowledge Management,
CIKM ’03, pages 287–294, New York,
NY, USA, 2003. ACM. ISBN 1-58113-
723-0
6 Ahmed Metwally, Divyakant
Agrawal, and Amr El Abbadi. Ef-
ficient computation of frequent and
top-k elements in data streams. In
Proceedings of the 10th International
Conference on Database Theory, ICDT’05,
pages 398–412, Berlin, Heidelberg,
2005. Springer-Verlag. ISBN 3-540-
24288-0, 978-3-540-24288-8
7 Philippe Flajolet and G. Nigel Martin.
Probabilistic counting algorithms
for data base applications. Journal of
Computer and System Sciences, 31(2):182
– 209, 1985
mechanism allows us to track the topK most frequent and foreign
keys requested by clients at a given node in a data center for a
period of time in a memory efficient manner.
To address the second challenge — keeping the fast lookup prop-
erty of consistent hashing— we keep a small distributed mapping
information to store the current owner of a relocated key. So, before
a node determines the location of a key, it probably needs to pass
two stage searches. In the first stage, it searches the requested key
in its relocated-keys map, and if the key is found, the node ends
the search; otherwise, it proceeds to the second stage where the
node resorts to the partitioner to locate the key’s primary replica
according to consistent hashing.
To address the third and final challenge—storage capacity—we
rely on the assumption that storage is becoming cheaper and can be
addressed by using the easy, horizontal scalability property of the
system to quickly accommodate an arising needs.
Summary of Contributions
In this chapter, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce a dynamic data placement algorithm that address
the random nature of the consistent hashing algorithm, which
makes it oblivious to data locality.
• We show how the dynamic placement algorithms keeps Power-
Cass’s energy efficiency while improving its performance.
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• We quantify the performance and energy savings due to maxi-
mizing data locality we get from dynamic placement.
System Characterization and the Problem
We address the problem of maximizing locality by dynamically
adapting data locations to changing data access patterns. Our focus
is to improve the store’s performance, which is lost due to switched
off nodes, while maintaining the gain in energy saving by powering
off group of nodes during low activity periods.
When a client application submits a query to the storage cluster,
it forwards the query to one of the nodes in the data center closest
to it. We call this data center the local data center of the client, and
the node the coordinator node for the request. Depending on which
node is responsible to handle the request, the coordinator node ei-
ther handles the request by itself—if it is one of the replica nodes
for the requested data— or forwards it to other nodes that happen
to be either in the same or in a different data center with the the
coordinator node. Based on whether the request is a read or a mu-
tation request, the coordinator node forwards the request to either
one or three nodes respectively. As we mentioned in the Read and
Write Path discussion in Chapter 3, writes are served with three
replicas whereas reads are served with only one replica. In the case
that the coordinator itself is one of the responsible replica nodes, it
forwards the write request only to two more replicas. Thus, in the
event that client’s local data center does not host a replica node, the
coordinator forwards the request to remote data centers as depicted
on Figure 4.1. Those kinds of frequent remote operations incur ge-
ographically induced latency that can highly deteriorate the client’s
response time.
Intuitively, the best way to address this geographically-induced
latency problem is to be able to avail the data in the client’s local
data center or in a data center where we have the smallest average
response time for most clients: if the data is frequently accessed,
where it is not currently stored, more than a predefined thresh-
old, we replicate it to that data center where it is required most.
However, with the current data placement strategy of PowerCass—
consistent hashing based data placement for the primary replica
and a static, power-aware replication strategy for the remaining
replicas—it is impossible to dynamically avail data where it is
needed most. Of course, we can try to create a locality by manu-
ally assigning tokens and using order preserving partitioners with
active load balancing. However, a global ordering of all partitions
creates changing hot spots in a dynamic environment, and several
administrative overheads to load balance the cluster. Moreover,
manually changing token assignments lead to calculating parti-
tion ranges based on administrators’ knowledge of the location of
clients.
Therefore, to support systems with high demand for data lo-
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Figure 4.1: Writes and Reads across
data centers.
cality, consistent hashing must be augmented with an intelligent,
dynamic data replication strategy while maintaining the decentral-
ized and fast lookup advantages of consistent hashing.
Therefore, our goal is to be able to dynamically and from time to
time, move data among the data centers to reduce clients’ response
time. However, this necessitates to answer the question, how much
data can we move without deteriorating performance, which is the
very thing that we want to improve in the first place? Because we
cannot expect to have an overall performance gain, while frequently
moving big data in a wide area setup; as the cost of moving big
data may outweigh than having locality to reduce the response
time.
Design, Architecture and Implementation
The goal of this section is to define the algorithm used to intro-
duce an energy efficient dynamic data placement in PowerCass.
The most important characteristic of the algorithm is to maximize
performance while keeping the energy saving capability achieved
through powering off of groups of nodes.
The algorithm basically undertakes the following steps:
1. Information Collection: Each node gathers information
about keys which are not handled locally by the node.
2. Identify top-k keys: While gathering information on remote
keys, the node identifies the top-k keys that generate the most
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remote operations among the stream of keys, using an adapted
top-k algorithm (discussed below). Once the top keys are iden-
tified, the node determines whether the nodes responsible for
the identified top-keys exist in the same data center with itself
and/or whether they are already relocated keys. If the respon-
sible nodes exist in the same data center or the keys are already
moved, those keys will be removed from the selection list and
the next candidate key (top-k+1) is promoted to the top-k list.
3. Send top-k Information: When PowerCass enters to an
epoch where it requires moving hot keys around, each node
sends information about the top-k remote keys it identified to
the active node that is considered the primary replica for the key
according to consistent hashing. This means, the algorithm will
not send the keys to dormant and sleepy nodes. From this step
onward and until the last step is over, all nodes cease gathering
information on top-k keys and only process the information on
already identified keys.
4. Identify the top 5% and decide the best place: Every
active node that received its top-k remote keys sorts and selects
the top 5% hot keys among all the top-keys identified by the
sender nodes. Then for each chosen key, the algorithm decides
the best location (data center) based on the frequency of the
key requested at each sender node. Before disseminating the
information, PowerCass check that whether there are replica
nodes for the keys in that best data center; it may be better to
move the keys from the replica in the same data center than to
move them from a remote data center over a wide area network.
This is highly useful specially when the time approaches to wake
the sleeping nodes. If the algorithm decides to move the key
from the node in the same data center as the key’s destination
node, PowerCass wakes up the sleeping node at this step.
5. Move the keys: Once the best place for the keys has been de-
termined, Powercass move the keys to the new place. We use a
direct communication instead of gossiping to transfer the keys
between the two nodes.
6. Disseminate the new location information: Finally, each
node disseminates the new location of the keys using gossiping.
When a node gets the gossip information, it updates its local
relocated keys map.
In the following sections we see the top-k algorithm which we
adapted for selecting the top-k remote keys and the dynamic place-
ment algorithm in detail.
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Hot Keys Identification
As we mentioned above, moving a huge data on a wide area setup
has a higher cost in terms of performance; especially when the
frequency of moving big data is higher. So, it is highly important
for the system to identify few keys which generate the highest re-
mote operations, which necessitates the transfer of data from a data
center to another data center before reaching to the client. These
frequent remote operation generators increase the performance of
the system if they are served from the clients local data center due
to the reduction of geographically induced latency. However, identi-
fying the heavy hitter keys requires fast lookup and small memory
footprint mechanism as the number of keys we are dealing with in
a big data system is very large. In the literature, there are many al-
gorithms to estimate cardinality, frequency, membership, and top-k
elements in a stream of data without counting the complete list of
the data stream, and they provide only an approximate information
which is most of the time close enough to the reality.
Accordingly, we adopted an efficient top-k algorithm 8 that pro-8 Nuno Homem and Joao Paulo Car-
valho. Finding top-k elements in data
streams. Information Sciences, 180(24):
4958–4974, 2010
vides the top-k list of the keys, their frequency and frequency esti-
mation error for each value. This algorithm ensures bounds on the
errors and expected error estimates.
Dynamic Placement Algorithms Detail
Algoirthms 1 and 2 display the pseudo code of the algorithms
used to dynamically place top remote operations generators. When
dynamic optimization period begins, each node j using the top-k
algorithm selects the top x% (user tunable parameter and in this
work we used 5%) keys that have been generating the remote op-
erations. These selected keys could be either already relocated top
remote operation generating keys or new ones. In addition, they
may or may not belong to a node in the same data center as the
coordinator node.
If an identified key is a new one and belongs to a node i in an-
other data center, node j determines the owner of the key using
consistent hashing, and it sends the information to the owner node
using a direct communication rather than the gossiping mecha-
nism. The direct communication protects the information not to be
broadcast to all the nodes through gossiping.
The message that node j sends also includes estimation error
and the count that how many times the key has been accessed be-
tween the previous and the current dynamic optimization periods.
This process continues for a length of time t which is again a user
tunable parameter.
When t unit of time is over, the process of selecting the top-k
remote operation generators and sending the top-k information to
owner nodes completes. This results in each node i (owner of the
top-keys) gets all the necessary information about its keys that are
being frequently accessed by node j’s data center clients.
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Once the top-k information is acquired, each owner node further
identifies the top 5% of the top keys that it was informed about by
the sender nodes. For this final selection, the algorithm uses the
error estimation and frequency information from the top-k metrics
message. In order to avoid moving keys between the same nodes
again and again, the algorithm avoids relocating those keys that are
already relocated in the previous steps even if they become a heavy
hitter in another data center. So the algorithm waits two rounds
before moving an already relocated key to a new place.
Once the new keys that should be relocated to other nodes are
chosen, the owner node checks if there is a dormant or a sleepy
node in the requesting data center. If either dormant or sleepy ex-
ists, and more than 70% of the recent activities on the node involves
those hot keys and the node is sleeping, instead of transferring the
data to the requesting new node, the owner node wakes up the
sleeping node and promotes it to active while demoting itself to
either dormant or sleepy. If there is no dormant or sleepy node,
the owner node initiates the data transfer and waits until the trans-
fer is completed. Once promotion/demotion or the data transfer
is completed, the owner node (old or new active node in case of
promotion/demotion case) gossip the new location information to
the rest of the nodes in the cluster. The information in the gossip
stays in the gossip message for a limited time of T seconds that
gives ample chance to all nodes receive the information. When T
time is over, the information is removed from the gossip to stop the
information further consume communication bandwidth.
After each node received the gossip information from owners
nodes, each node builds a map that associates the moving keys to
their new location. Subsequently, the mapping information is used
to locate the keys locally which gives the same zero-hop fast lookup
as consistent hashing.
Since we are doing this at low activity times during which the
nodes in the dormant and sleepy group are off, those nodes do not
have the information on the mapping. They get the latest mapping
information when they came back for syncing their data during the
synchronization period. During medium and high activity time,
it is only the active nodes that will participate in the collection
process.
In the case when a node does not have the mapping information
of all relocated keys, it requests the owner node using the existing
consistent hashing. The owner node either handles the request
by itself or send the mapping information to the requesting node
through a direct messaging rather than gossiping.
Figure 3 displays how read and write requests are fed into the
stream analysis via the StorageProxy object which is responsible for
handling requests on behalf of clients. The stream uses the data to
find the top keys that are creating the most remote operations.
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Algorithm 1 Top keys Selection Algorithm. Every node conducts
this procedure when it enters in the optimization period. The pro-
cedure uses an adapted stream summary library which reports
top-k keys, their frequency and error associated with the count.
Once each node decides which keys it should receive, it sends the
information to the keys’ owners using the messaging service.
1: procedure Remote_Ops_Generators_mgr
2: epochLength← getEpochLength()
3: startEpoch← getTime()
4: streamSummary← newStreamSummary()
5: totalKeys← 0
6: while getTime() < startEpoch + epochLength do
7: k← StorageProxy.getCurrentKey()
8: streamSummary.o f f er(k)
9: totalKeys ++
10: end while
11: Struct TopKInfo {
12: freq: number,
13: error: number,
14: key
15: }topkIn f o;
16: map← emptylookupMap(ip, topkIn f o)
17: k← totalKeys ∗ 5%
18: currentTopKeys← streamSummary.topK(k)
19: for key : currentTopKeys do
20: topkIn f o.key← key
21: topkIn f o. f req← streamSummary.count(key)
22: topkIn f o.error ← streamSummary.errCount(key)
23: token← partitioner(key)
24: ip← ringIterator(token) . get the node responsible for
the token
25: if map.get(ip).contains(topkIn f o) then . check if the key
has already been relocated key and is in the lookup map
26: skippedKeys.put(key)
27: else
28: map.put(ip, topkIn f o) . keep for next round reference
29: topKeysPerNode.put(ip, topkIn f o)
30: end if
31: end for
32: endpoints← topKeysPerNode.keys()
33: for all ep : endpoints do
34: tkin f o ← topKeysPerNode.get(ep)
35: MessageService.send(ep, tkin f o) . Send the key
information to the owner node
36: end for
37: streamSummary.clear()
38: end procedure
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Figure 4.2: Requested top keys
Handling Writes
When we move top keys to a new place we increase the load of
the destination node. If the destination node is serving above its
capacity we don’t move keys to that node. Obviously, we get no
benefit from doing so. If the load permits to relocate the keys to
a new node and writes occur, PowerCass writes the data at the
new location instead of the original owner. But the remaining two
writes go to the responsible dormant and sleepy nodes during
peak load, to the dormant and one of the selected nodes during
medium period and to two logs during the low period. As shown
in the previous chapter, the power replication strategy handles the
replication as usual.
Synchronization
During the synchronization period, the new node, which handles
the relocated keys, updates all the three replicas of the keys. The
power replication strategy is still responsible for replicating writes
to log nodes during low activity times and to the right responsible
nodes during peak period.
Evaluation
Figure 4.3: Throughput comparison of
dyn-PowerCass and static PowerCass
In this section we answer the following question: what is the
impact of the dynamic placement on performance, especially when
the system is in power saving mode? We also answer the same
question when the system is serving peak load.
All experiments are executed on 36 virtual machines installed
on a 9 physical machine cluster, each hosting 3 VMs. Each physical
host with its three VMs represent a single data center. Each server
has two quad-core Intel Xeon E5430 processors, 8GB of RAM, and
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Algorithm 2 Keys-owner side Top keys Selection Algorithm. Every
node conducts this procedure when after it has received requests
for top keys from other nodes.
1: procedure Top_keys_To_be_Relocated
2: grandList← emptyl ist
3: while moreeltsinMessagingService do
4: map(senderIp, listO f TopKIn f o) ←
MessageService.receive() . collect all the topkInfo sent by other
nodes
5: grandList.add(listO f TopkIn f o
6: end while
7: grandList← sortAscFreq(listO f TopKIn f o) . sort the
topkInfo list based on key access frequency in ascending order
8: grandList← sortAscErrcnt(listO f TopKIn f o)
9: top5← roundCeiling(grandList.length ∗ 5%)
10: totalNoO f Keys← 0
11: for map.entryent : map do
12: totalNoO f Keys+ = ent.value.length . get the total
number of top keys requested from other nodes
13: end for
14: if map.size == 1 then . all top keys are from the same node.
Look example map in Figure4.2
15: if snitch.hasPeer(inDCo f (entry.key)&&system.lowAct()
then . check if we have a dormant or a sleepy node in the
destination data center and we are in low to medium period
16: promotepeerindestinationdc
17: synchronize
18: demotesel f
19: end if
20: else
21: count← 0
22: gossipList← emptymap(node, key)
23: while count ≤ top5 do . transfer each top key to the new
location
24: k← grandList(count)
25: node← map.key(grandList(count))
26: MessagingService.send(node, k)
27: gossipList.add(node, key)
28: end while
29: Gossip.gossip(gossipList) . gossip the new location
30: end if
31: end procedure
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Algorithm 3 Find top keys
1: procedure find_top_keys
2: streamSum← SProxy.addReadKeys()
3: streamSum← SProxy.addWrittenKeys()
4: topKKeys← streamSumm(k)
5: end procedure
a 500 GB SCSI disk for local storage. They all run Ubuntu 14.04
with a 3.13 kernel. The servers communicate over Gigabit Ethernet.
We configured 36 virtual machines to form a dyn-PowerCass or
PowerCass cluster and used one physical machine to generate client
requests. To emulate the properties of wide area configuration
between data centers, we use netem network emulation tool which
exist in the Linux kernel of the Ubuntu operating system.
As for power experiments, the nodes are connected to multi-
ple power distribution units (PDUs) of the Raritan Dominion PX
model. When reporting power measurements, we collected the con-
sumption as reported by the PDUs. The current power draw can
be queried via the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
The top-of-rack switches are also connected to the same PDUs,
hence their power consumption is also included in the results.
Again, our evaluation uses the Yahoo Cloud Serving Bench-
mark framework, YCSB for short 9. YCSB has been used extensively 9 Brian F Cooper et al. Benchmarking
cloud serving systems with YCSBfor benchmarking. There are six types of workloads in YCSB, out
of which we used three to compare the performance and power
consumption of the dynamic and the non-dynamic version of Pow-
erCass. Each workload used for the experiments models read inten-
sive usage patterns observed by the YSCB developers in large-scale
systems at Yahoo. We focused on the read performance of the store
because Cassandra is known for its extremely fast write perfor-
mance than its read performance. So improving the read perfor-
mance makes the store more suitable for both kinds of workloads.
Figure 4.4: Power consumption com-
parison of dyn-PowerCass and static
PowerCass
The first set of experiments is done to find out how through-
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put is improved due to dynamic relocation of data, and how much
the energy saving is affected. We compared the dynamic version
of PowerCass and the original PowerCass which improved only
energy efficiency over the baseline Cassandra. The comparison be-
tween the two systems is done when 50% of the requests can be
served from any node in case of the dynamic PowerCass. In the
static case, whenever a node requests a data item that is not stored
locally, it contacts the node which owns the key. As Figure 4.4
clearly show that the additional latency for contacting the owner
node and transferring data reduced the throughput of the non-
dynamic version and hence a reduced performance on all the three
workload types of YCSB: workloadB, Workloadc and workloadD.
There is 11% improvement for read mostly workload(workloadB-
95/5 read/write mix), 14% improvement for 100% readonly work-
load(workloadC), and 10% improvement for read latest work-
load(workloadD). Moreover, dyn-PowerCass consume almost the
same amounts of energy in all the three kinds of workloads.
The second set of experiments is done to find out how read
latency is reduced due to dynamic relocation of data and how
much does the energy saving was affected. Figure 4.5 shows Read
latency comparison of dyn-PowerCass and static PowerCass graphs
for the three read intensive workloads.
Figure 4.5: Read latency comparison of
dyn-PowerCass and static PowerCass
We observed the same latency/throughput/power consumption
comparisons between the two systems for all the workload types.
Related work
To put dynPowerCass in context, we explore the many works re-
lated to data placement in distributed systems. The main purpose
of all these works is to create a system that uses static or dynamic
placement to improve one or more of the following: availability,
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fault tolerance, durability, scalability, load balancing, repair time
and performance.
Yahoo’s PNUTS 10 and Google’s Bigtable 11 uses a central server 10 Brian F. Cooper et al. Pnuts: Yahoo!’s
hosted data serving platform. Proc.
VLDB Endow., 1(2):1277–1288, August
2008
11 Fay Chang et al. Bigtable: A dis-
tributed storage system for structured
data. In Proceedings of the 7th USENIX
Symposium on Operating Systems Design
and Implementation - Volume 7, OSDI
’06. USENIX Association, 2006
for a static data placement. They support placement of large data
partitions instead at a fine grained level. They incur a round-trip
delay for each data access request. Moreover, they do not lay out to
facilitate energy efficiency.
Glacier 12 demonstrates what can be achieved in terms of dura-
12 Andreas Haeberlen et al. Glacier:
Highly durable, decentralized storage
despite massive correlated failures.
In Proceedings of the 2Nd Conference on
Symposium on Networked Systems Design
& Implementation - Volume 2. USENIX
Association, 2005
bility in the presence of large failure events. The system is designed
as a background, long term store offering very high durability for
its contents.
One often discussed placement is block or clustered place-
ment. 13Block placement simply partitions the set of available nodes
13 Vinodh Venkatesan et al. Effect of
replica placement on the reliability of
large-scale data storage systems. 18th
IEEE/ACM International Symposium
on Modelling, Analysis & Simulation
of Computer and Telecommunication
Systems (MASCOTS 2010), 00, 2010b;
and Matthew John Leslie, Jim Davies,
and Todd Huffman. A comparison
of replication strategies for reliable
decentralised storage. JNW, 1(6):36–44,
2006
into |N|r disjoint subsets where r is the constant replication factor
used in the system. In the paper several placement strategies are
proposed which allow to control the tradeoff between repair time
and the probability of fatal error patterns.
Another interplay between object placement and durability and
availability is discussed by 14 and 15. To avoid unnecessary repairs
14 Byung-Gon Chun et al. Efficient
replica maintenance for distributed
storage systems. In Proceedings of the
3rd Conference on Networked Systems
Design & Implementation - Volume 3,
NSDI’06, pages 4–4, Berkeley, CA,
USA, 2006. USENIX Association
15 Ranjita Bhagwan et al. Total recall:
System support for automated avail-
ability management. In Proceedings
of the 1st Conference on Symposium
on Networked Systems Design and Im-
plementation - Volume 1, NSDI’04,
pages 25–25, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2004.
USENIX Association
due to transient failure, they propose to replace a fixed replication
factor with a low water mark. When a node failure decreases the
replication factor of some object below the watermark the system
starts a repair process and creates an additional copy.
J. R. Douceur and R. P. Wattenhofer 16 and 17 describe an ap-
16 John Douceur and Roger Watten-
hofer. Competitive Hill-Climbing
Strategies for Replica Placement in
a Distributed File System. In 15th
International Symposium on Distributed
Computing (DISC), Lisbon, Portugal,
October 2001
17 Atul Adya et al. Farsite: Federated,
available, and reliable storage for an
incompletely trusted environment. In
IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE 5TH SYM-
POSIUM ON OPERATING SYSTEMS
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
(OSDI, pages 1–14, 2002
proach which dynamically adapts replica placement with the goal
to optimally use the most reliable nodes of the system. The pro-
posed algorithms MinMax, MinRand, and RandRand try to bring
all objects to the same level of availability by swapping replicas
between nodes with different reliability.
S. Seshan et al. 18 and Agarwal, et al. 19 use very similar ap-
18 Suman Nath et al. Adaptive data
placement for wide-area sensing
services. In Proceedings of the FAST
’05 Conference on File and Storage
Technologies, December 13-16, 2005, San
Francisco, California, USA, 2005
19 Agarwal et al. Volley: Automated
data placement for geo-distributed
cloud services. In Proceedings of the
7th USENIX Conference on Networked
Systems Design and Implementation,
NSDI’10, pages 2–2, Berkeley, CA,
USA, 2010a. USENIX Association
proaches. Basically they place replicas near the weighted mean
of the locations of previous requesters with weights being deter-
mined by the amount of requests send by the respective user. M.
Bienkowski 20 introduces another graph algorithm using global
20 Marcin Bienkowski. Migrating and
replicating data in networks. Computer
Science - R&D, 27(3):169–179, 2012
knowledge. In order to reduce the sum of the edge lengths, added
vertices have to be near to other vertices and are therefore good
replication target candidates.
The algorithms proposed by O. Wolfson, et al. 21 and K. Her-
21 Ouri Wolfson, Sushil Jajodia, and
Yixiu Huang. An adaptive data
replication algorithm. ACM Trans.
Database Syst., 22(2):255–314, June 1997
rmann 22 use a closely related approach to minimize the distance
22 Klaus Herrmann. Self-organizing
replica placement - A case study on
emergence. In Proceedings of the First
International Conference on Self-Adaptive
and Self-Organizing Systems, SASO
2007, Boston, MA, USA, July 9-11, 2007,
pages 13–22, 2007
between communication partners. Wolfson et al. assume a tree
shaped network, Herrmann assumes a general graph. In both algo-
rithms nodes migrate or replicate to those neighbors which create
the most requests. Over time objects move towards their most ac-
tive users. Z. Zhang, et al. 23 use replica placement to achieve an
23 Zheng Zhang et al. Bitvault: A
highly reliable distributed data reten-
tion platform. SIGOPS Oper. Syst. Rev.,
41(2):27–36, April 2007
equal load distribution between all nodes in their BitVault system.
S. Seshan, et al 24 describe a mechanism somewhat similar to what
24 Suman Nath et al. Adaptive data
placement for wide-area sensing
services. In Proceedings of the FAST
’05 Conference on File and Storage
Technologies, December 13-16, 2005, San
Francisco, California, USA, 2005
was used in BitVault. Nodes of their wide-area sensing network
keep track of their load and pass off parts of the load in case it
overshoots a given threshold.
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In their CRUSH system S. A. Weil, et al. 25 use a hash function25 Sage A. Weil et al. Crush: Controlled,
scalable, decentralized placement
of replicated data. In Proceedings
of the 2006 ACM/IEEE Conference on
Supercomputing, SC ’06, New York, NY,
USA, 2006. ACM. ISBN 0-7695-2700-0
to allocate data objects to a given set of storage nodes. They simply
designed their data distribution function in a way that it will ap-
proximate a uniform random distribution. The authors assume that
a drives workload correlates with the amount of data stored on the
device, therefore they propose device weights which allow to adjust
the amount of data stored on that device. Unfortunately they ignore
dynamic properties like object popularity which might be heavily
skewed for some objects and can lead to rather bad load balancing.
The cooperative file system CFS proposed by F. Dabek, et al. 2626 Klaus Herrmann. Self-organizing
replica placement - A case study on
emergence. In Proceedings of the First
International Conference on Self-Adaptive
and Self-Organizing Systems, SASO
2007, Boston, MA, USA, July 9-11, 2007,
pages 13–22, 2007
uses techniques of storing objects as blocks of fixed size for load
balancing. Thereby big popular objects are split into many blocks
and spread over many servers.
The adaptive data replication algorithm ADR by O. Wolfson, et
al. 27, creates additional replicas in order to improve load distribu-27 Frank Dabek et al. Wide-area
cooperative storage with cfs. In
Proceedings of the Eighteenth ACM
Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles, SOSP ’01, pages 202–215,
New York, NY, USA, 2001. ACM. ISBN
1-58113-389-8
tion. Unlike CFS, however, ADR is able to adapt itself to different
read/write request ratios. Periodically nodes decide to create an
additional replica of an object when read requests dominate for the
object, to remove the replica when writes dominate or to do nothing
in case reads and writes occur roughly equally.
M. Bienkowski 28 describes a solution where additional repli-28 Marcin Bienkowski. Migrating and
replicating data in networks. Computer
Science - R&D, 27(3):169–179, 2012
cas are created on many read requests and all but one replica is
removed after some amount of writes. Bienkowski uses an on-
line variant of the Steiner tree problem. Q. Xin, et al 29 study the29 Qin Xin et al. Reliability mechanisms
for very large storage systems. In
Mass Storage Systems and Technologies,
2003.(MSST 2003). Proceedings. 20th
IEEE/11th NASA Goddard Conference on,
pages 146–156. IEEE, 2003
influence of repair time on reliability when using random place-
ment. They use a Markov model to find the mean time to data loss
(MTTDL) for their block based storage system when using different
block sizes.
M. Leslie, et al 30 compare the probability of data loss of four dif-30 Matthew John Leslie, Jim Davies,
and Todd Huffman. A comparison
of replication strategies for reliable
decentralised storage. JNW, 1(6):36–44,
2006
ferent placement strategies. They use closed form expressions and
Monte Carlo simulation to determine the probability of a system of
500 nodes losing an object in case half of the nodes fail. The strat-
egy did ignore the influence of repair times entirely and as a result
the algorithm with the smallest number of placements wins.
K-clustered placement by V. Venkatesan, et al. 31 is another31 Vinodh Venkatesan et al. Effect of
replica placement on the reliability of
large-scale data storage systems. 18th
IEEE/ACM International Symposium
on Modelling, Analysis & Simulation of
Computer and Telecommunication Systems
(MASCOTS 2010), 00, 2010b
placement strategy that allows to control the tradeoff between re-
pair speed and the number of fatal error patterns. Similar to block
placement, k-clustered placement partitions the set of nodes into
disjoint sets, but in this case k controls the number of nodes per
subset.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a dynamic data placement algorithm
which augment the consistent hashing algorithm used by Power-
Cass so that it is able to move around top-k keys that are frequently
requested at other data centers than their own local data center.
We adapted existing space-saving top-k algorithms to select the
heavy hitters at each node. Each node, once selected its hottest
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keys, informs the owner nodes. The owner nodes collect all those
information about its hot keys and do further selection based on
their frequency and error of estimation, and choose the top 5% keys
among the requested keys and transfer them to their new loca-
tions. As the evaluation shows, the dynamic placement algorithm
achieves its goal, i.e. improves the performance of PowerCass with-
out affecting its energy saving capabilities. Specifically, it improves
read workloads, where Apache Cassandra and by extension Power-
Cass performance degrades when compared to write workloads, by
at least 10%.

5
Application and Data Co-location Us-
ing PowerCass
Introduction
Energy saving through co-locating applications and data together using
PowerCass running on a distributed but small data centers called
edge (micro) clouds is the main subject of this chapter.
Addressing the energy efficiency of small data centers is more
important than the bigger data centers due to different reasons:
first, small data centers host most of the servers on the Internet. For
example, in the US, two-thirds of the servers are housed in data
centers smaller than 500 square meters with less than a megawatt of
critical power 1; second, small data centers will support the future 1 Jonathan Koomey. Growth in data
center electricity use 2005 to 2010. A
report by Analytical Press, completed at
the request of The New York Times, 9,
2011
5G-enabled Tactile Internet which allows one to transmit touch and
actuation in real-time 2,3.
2 G. P. Fettweis. The tactile internet:
Applications and challenges. IEEE
Vehicular Technology Magazine, 9(1):
64–70, 2014
3 Adnan Aijaz, Mischa Dohler,
A. Hamid Aghvami, Vasilis Frid-
erikos, and Magnus Frodigh. Realizing
the tactile internet: Haptic communica-
tions over next generation 5g cellular
networks. CoRR, abs/1510.02826, 2015
The small data centers (micro-clouds), which we are considering
in this work, are similar to the Microsoft’s data furnace 4. The main
4 Jie Liu, Michel Goraczko, Sean James,
Christian Belady, Jiakang Lu, and
Kamin Whitehouse. The data furnace:
Heating up with cloud computing. In
3rd USENIX Workshop on Hot Topics in
Cloud Computing. USENIX, June 2011b
characteristic of this system is that, the waste heat from the comput-
ing infrastructure is reused in the surrounding building. We want
to co-locate applications with their data in the same micro-cloud
that currently has enough capacity and provide the cheapest energy
cost due to waste heat usage.
In cloud computing industry, be it in micro-clouds or big cloud
system, cost is the main competition factor in providing services.
Customers move their production to the cloud because they are
attracted by its economic benefits. Therefore, attracting more cus-
tomers often initiates a pricing war among cloud providers. For ex-
ample, in 2014, the remarkable cloud providers reduced fee one af-
ter the other: when Google announces to reduce their cloud service
fee by up to 85%, Amazon reduced their price by up to 65% just
after one day 5. However, for those profit making cloud providers, 5 informationweek.com. Amazon
counters google cloud price cuts, 2014price reductions can be sustainable if and only if they manage to
invent mechanisms that result in cost reduction.
We have indicated that the storage system is responsible up to
50% of the total cost of the data center energy 6. This is mainly 6 Jorge Guerra, Wendy Belluomini,
Joseph Glider, Karan Gupta, and
Himabindu Pucha. Energy proportion-
ality for storage: Impact and feasibility.
SIGOPS Oper. Syst. Rev., 44(1):35–39,
March 2010b
due to the need of most cloud applications running in the cloud
require accessing persistent data stored in a database or key-value
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store. Moreover, applications requirement to replicate data across
multiple storage devices further escalate the scale of the storage
infrastructure.
In this chapter, we want to exploit this data replication require-
ments of applications to minimize the storage infrastructure energy
consumption using a Data Store Driven Scheduling (DsDs) approach.
The DsDs scheduling approach considers PowerCass’s strategy
to save energy, and PowerCass’s perspective on the current work-
load state of the system. Thus, DsDS takes into consideration the
fact that the storage nodes are divided into three groups as active,
dormant, and sleepy. Nodes in the active group cover all the data
and are running all the time. Dormant nodes are only powered on
during peak activity time, whereas Sleepy nodes are offline almost
all the time except when the system experiences exceptional peak
loads. In addition to waking up to serve loads, both dormant and
sleepy nodes powered up periodically to synchronize their data
with the active groups. Besides, DsDs also considers waste heat
demand of the surrounding building of each micro-cloud.
Therefore, the whole idea of DsDs is to combine PowerCass’s
power saving strategy with the heat reuse opportunity in the micro-
clouds. With this approach, we will be able to reduce costs for the
micro-cloud provider through more energy saving. In this scenario,
to achieve more energy saving, we need to maximize the utilization
of those micro-clouds that currently have heat demand from the
surrounding building. In other words, we need to move compu-
tation away from those micro-clouds that currently have no heat
demand.
We show that this co-location approach is suitable for address-
ing not only energy efficiency, but also performance issues in a
distributed micro-cloud system setting. For example, in regard to
energy saving: the approach guarantees more energy saving by
making sure that computing occurs in a data center where energy
is cheap due to the reduction of cooling costs; the reduction of the
cooling cost comes from the fact that waste heat is being reused
by the surrounding building. In regard to the performance issue:
as the approach allows computing to occur where data exists, it
saves the system from moving big data across micro-clouds in a
wide area setup. Moving big data across data centers is known to
negatively impact the performance of a distributed system 7.7 R. S. Bhuvaneswaran, Y. Katayama,
and N. Takahashi. Dynamic co-
allocation scheme for parallel data
transfer in grid environment. In
2005 First International Conference on
Semantics, Knowledge and Grid, pages
17–17, 2005
In this chapter, we make the following contributions: Section 5.2
describes the system model, including the cloud model and the ap-
plication model. Section 5.3 details the problem space. Section 5.4
argues analytically how co-location can give a better energy sav-
ing opportunity. In section 5.5, we will give a detail account of the
DsDs algorithms. Section 5.6 evaluates DsDs and Section 5.7 put
DsDs into the context of cluster schedulers related works. Finally
we draw conclusion in section 5.8.
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System Model
In this section we describe the cloud model and the application
model of the system we considered in this research.
The Cloud Model
In this chapter, we consider a special kind of an edge clouds. Edge
small data centers or clouds that are deployed at the network edge
near to the clients. Because of their closeness to the clients, they
provide a low latency service for their users when compared to
their counterparts: the few, large-scale cloud centers harboring
hundreds of thousands of servers, and located in the core of the
network.
The specific edge clouds we deal with in this work are consist
of several sites of the kind indicated in Figure 5.1. In this system,
each site has three main components: a micro-cloud, a heating
system and a backup heat source.
Micro-clouds host both applications and the storage system clus-
ters. These micro-clouds are characterized by a limited number of
servers compared to the bigger clouds and host relatively homoge-
neous type of servers, storage hardware, and network devices. As
a result, there is not much heterogeneity among the micro-clouds.
Each micro cloud is connected to the Internet with a limited band-
width and does not share any special inter micro-clouds backbone
network.
The heating system at each site is responsible for delivering
the agreed amount of heat energy to the surrounding building.
During a short supply of waste heat from the micro-cloud, the
heating system draws the required extra energy from the backup
heat source. When it draws energy from the back heat source, the
cloud provider incurs a penalty cost to cover for the extra energy.
On the other hand, when the micro-cloud generates extra heat than
is required, the provider again incurs costs in terms of cooling costs
to remove the unwanted heat using the attached cooler.
Each micro-cloud is connected to a centralized cost service center
that manages the cost of electricity and the cost of running applica-
tions and storing data in the system.
Application Model
In this work, we assume that applications do not have preferable
execution sites, meaning applications cannot request to be run on
a specific micro-cloud. We also assume that applications are not
tightly coupled in the sense that the output of one application is
not the input of another. Moreover, we assume that applications’
resource demands vary considerably, request demands may go
beyond the system capability, and applications can be either a long-
running Internet services and batch computing or a short-lived
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Building
Figure 5.1: One Micro-Cloud site
small computing tasks. Furthermore, we assume that total demand
follows a daily pattern and applications binary sizes are much
smaller than the data they require accessing.
Problem Description
Our goal, given the system model described in the previous sec-
tions, is to minimize the total cost of ownership of a cloud provider
by minimizing its energy cost. In such a model, the energy cost of
the system can drastically be minimized in two ways: first, if there
is demand for a heat energy, the cloud provider can reduce its cool-
ing cost – hence its energy cost – by selling the waste heat from
the micro-cloud to the surrounding building; second, the provider
can save energy by turning off nodes that are idle in a micro-cloud
where there is no demand for the waste.
As we have shown, PowerCass already handles the second way
of minimizing the energy cost. For the first mechanism– saving
energy by selling the heat energy– what is required is to be able to
produce enough heat to meet all the demands at all the sites. This
requirement calls for an approach to purposely schedule compute
and data access jobs on a micro-cloud or micro-clouds where waste
heat is in demand, rather than computing at micro-clouds where
there is no demand for waste heat and as a result the system emits
the heat to the environment.
Therefore, the problem is to create a scheduler that can co-locate
applications and data together, while addressing the following
related list of issues:
First, a naive co-locating of applications and data at a site – for
example, by only considering energy requirement – may have the
obvious consequence of overloading the selected site beyond its
capacity. Therefore, the scheduler needs to take the issue of load
and energy balancing in to consideration.
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Second, in a distributed system spread over a wide geographic
area, geographically induced latency makes moving large size data
across data centers highly cost and performance ineffective. Thus,
avoiding large data movement is important for the scheduler.
Third, the scheduler needs to avoid frequent oscillations of appli-
cations among micro-clouds: frequent oscillation leaves little time
for the applications to make acceptable progress.
Fourth, the scheduler needs to deal with long and short tasks
differently. For example, short and interactive jobs are highly la-
tency sensitive than long and batch oriented tasks. Short tasks de-
mand immediate scheduling and execution, whereas long tasks de-
mand ample resources to meet their performance goal. It is highly
challenging to satisfy the requirements of both long-running tasks
in the existence of short-lived ones.
Fifth, the scheduler needs to deal with priority of tasks to fairly
discriminate among new tasks competing for resources, and those
tasks are failed needs to be rescheduled.
Finally, the scheduler needs to seamlessly work with the under-
lying energy efficient data store.
Towards Solution
We now show analytically how co-locating applications and data
together in a micro-cloud reduces energy consumption. In the table
below we list all the notations used in the model.
Notations Descriptions
M Total Number of micro clouds
A Total Number of Applications
H Total Number of Hosts
Ead active to dormant energy consumption
Eda dormant to active energy consumption
Esa sleepy to active energy consumption
Eas active to sleepy energy consumption
mic Machine i in a micro-cloud c
Re read energy consumption rate
We write energy consumption rate
Ecpu CPU energy consumption
Emem memory energy consumption
Ne Network power consumption rate
Bi,j bandwidth between Mi and Mj
S(I) the size of Application i execution code
S(D) the size of data dj
Mi Micro-cloud i
mi machine i
ai Application i
Pi Idle Power consumption of machine i
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Total Energy Consumption
We start by looking at the total energy consumption in the system.
The total energy consumption of the entire system can be expressed
as:
Etotal = Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Esa + Eas + Etrd + Etri + Ecol (5.1)
Where
• E_c : energy consumption of computation
Ec =
A
∑
i=1
H
∑
j=1
M
∑
k=1
Eci,j,k (5.2)
where
Eci,j,k =

−Ecpu + Emem + Re + We + Ne
if ai is running on mj and
on microcloud Mk,
−Ecpu + Emem + Re + We
if ai is running on mj and
microcloud center Mk,
−0
otherwise.
In the above equation the CPU energy consumption is dependent
on the size of the application instructions (S(I)). Ne is the energy
consumption due to data transfer on the local network from the
data storage to the computing nodes. If we are computing on
the same node on which the data is stored, there will not be any
energy consumption because of data transfer on the network.
Re and We represent energy consumption due to reading and
writing of data on the local disk.
• E_i : energy consumption of idle machines
Ei =
H
∑
i=1
(Piηi) (5.3)
Where Pi is the idle power consumption of machine i and ηk is
the length of the idle period.
• E_ad : total energy consumption when transitioning from active
to dormant state
Ead =
H
∑
k=1
(γk) (5.4)
where ηk is the energy consumption when machine k changes
state from active to dormant or sleepy state
• E_da : total energy consumption when transitioning from dor-
mant to active state
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Eda =
H
∑
k=1
(δk) (5.5)
where δk is the energy consumption when machine k changes
state from dormant to active state.
• E_sa : total energy consumption when transitioning from sleepy
to active state
Esa =
H
∑
k=1
(θk) (5.6)
where θk is the energy consumption when machine k changes
state from sleepy to active state.
• E_as : total energy consumption when transitioning from active
to sleepy state
ECas =
H
∑
k=1
(λk) (5.7)
where λk is the energy consumption when machine k changes
state from active to sleepy state.
• E_trd : total energy consumption during data transfer from one
micro-cloud to another
Etrd = α(
s(D)
Bi,j
) + (PrRe) + (PwWe) (5.8)
where α is the power consumption rate of the network, S(D) is
the size of the data, Bi,j is bandwidth between the two commu-
nicating micro-clouds i and j, Re and We read and write energy
consumption rates respectively. Pr and Pw are the length of the
time period to read the data at the source and write it at the
destination.
• E_tri : total energy consumption during application instructions
transfer
Etri = β(
s(I)
Bi,j
) + (PrRe) + (PwWe) (5.9)
where β is the power consumption rate of the network, S(I) is
the size of the application to be transferred, Bi,j is bandwidth
between the two communicating micro-clouds i and j, and Re
and We read and write energy consumption rates respectively. Pr
and Pw are the length of the time period to read the binary of the
application at the source and to write binary at the destination.
• E_co: total energy consumption of cooling
Eco =
w
∑
k=1
(φk)xk (5.10)
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where φk is the cooling energy consumption and
xk =
{
1 if the heat generated is not used for heating purpose,
0 otherwise.
Substituting equations 2-9 into equation 1, we get:
Etotal = (
A
∑
i=1
H
∑
j=1
M
∑
k=1
Eci,j,k) + (
H
∑
i=1
(Piηi)) + (
H
∑
k=1
(γk)) + (
H
∑
k=1
(δk))+
(
H
∑
k=1
(θk)) + (
H
∑
k=1
(λk)) + (α(
s(D)
Bi,j
) + (PrRe) + (PwWe))+
(β(
s(I)
Bi,j
) + (PrRe) + (PwWe)) +
w
∑
k=1
(φk)xk (5.11)
Analysis
Now let’s analyze energy consumption for different situations
• Data and Applications co-located on active nodes and heat is
being used in those nodes micro-clouds
Etotal = Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Esa + Eas + Etrd+
Etri + Eco
= Ec + Ei + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0
= Ec + Ei
(5.12)
• Data and Applications co-located on active nodes and heat is
being wasted in those nodes micro-clouds
Etotal = Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Esa + Eas + Etrd+
Etri + Eco
= Ec + Ei + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + Eco
= Ec + Ei + Eco
(5.13)
• Heat is being used where the dormant or sleepy nodes hosting
the data exists
Etotal = Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Esa + Eas + Etrd+
Etri + Eco
= Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + 0 + 0 + 0 + Etri + 0
= Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Etri
(5.14)
or
Etotal = Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Esa + Eas + Etrd+
Etri + Eco
= Ec + Ei + 0 + 0 + Esa + Eas+
0 + Etri + 0
= Ec + Ei + Esa + Eas + Etri
(5.15)
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• Data and Applications are not co-located and heat is not used at
the data location
Etotal = Ec + Ei + Ead + Eda + Esa + Eas + Etrd+
Etri + Eco
= Ec + Ei + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + Etri + Eco
= Ec + Ei + Etri + Eco
(5.16)
From equations 12-15, we can observer that we have the most en-
ergy efficient case when we co-locate data and applications to-
gether.
DsDs algorithms and Implementations
DsDs in a nutshell
DsDs, in a nutshell, is based on running a distributed, data and
applications co-location manager (CM) with a centralized cost ser-
vice. DsDs conducts the following activities to achieve its goal in a
system of micro-clouds:
1. At each active node, DsDs continually collects read and write
data access metrics. Then at each minute it communicates the
metrics information to its peers.
2. At each micro-cloud, a designated node continually receives en-
ergy consumption metrics from the building heating system(look
at figure 5.1) and later on distribute the information to all the
non-designated nodes that are in the same micro-cloud. Then, at
each minute, the designated node sends the energy information
to the rest of the micro-clouds and receive their information as
well.
3. When applications submit a data access request, DsDs look for
the three nodes responsible to handle the requested task using
the data store’s consistent hashing algorithm. From this infor-
mation, DsDs drives the three candidate sites for the application
placement.
4. Once an application execution site is chosen, DsDs proceeds
to start/stop the application. If the application is an already
running application in a different cloud, DsDs stops it in the
current cloud and starts it in the new cloud. But if the node in
the destination site is a dormant or sleepy node, DsDs makes
sure that the node is woken up, synchronized and promoted to
the active status before starting the application; and it also does
the reverse: demote the active node to a dormant or sleepy status
in the current micro-cloud.
5. When subsequent requests arrive after the application is started
on its new site and before the next scheduling period is reached,
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DsDs redirects all the requests to the new destination without
any scheduling delay.
Next we see in detail the algorithms involved in achieving all the
above activities.
DsDs in detail
Co-location Manager(CM)
This is the main module that handles the scheduling of applica-
tions. CM accepts data access requests and the estimated execution
length of the application from the client applications. Upon re-
ceiving the request, CM classifies the application using a simple
application classification algorithm (Algorithm 5) based on the
specified execution length. Then, it inserts the application name
in either long task queue or short task queue. It similarly classifies
the data access task as long and short. To be precise, the store itself
determines the shortness and length of the data access tasks based
on the estimated size of the data.
Subsequently, CM picks a task from one of the two queues while
giving a 20% more selection chances for the short task queue. Giv-
ing more chance for the short tasks increases the chance of releasing
resources by completing them as quickly as possible, while still
serving the long, batch or service-oriented tasks. Then CM pro-
ceeds to identify the three storage nodes that host the application
data using the data store’s data partitioner and replication strategy.
The identification of the storage nodes is the most basic information
on which the subsequent scheduling activities depend on. Next,
CM identifies the current state of the system as low, medium or
peak load using the daily pattern of the system usage. This infor-
mation lets CM to know which nodes are available to handle the
data access task.
Following the identification of the group of nodes that are avail-
able, and before deciding in which node’s micro-cloud to place the
application , CM decides whether the type of the data access task
is a mutation–deletion or insertion– task or a reading task. The
following two sections present the reasons why CM needs to differ-
entiate between the two kinds of data access tasks. Following the
mutation and reading task discussions, we cover the rest of the ac-
tivities CM undertakes to schedule the requesting application: as to
energy-wise, the cheapest; and performance-wise, the best location.
Mutation Task
We have said that PowerCass is based on three writes and a sin-
gle read scheme. During low and medium load periods–when the
dormant and the sleepy nodes are turned off–PowerCass depends
on distributed logging to satisfy a mutation request. Accordingly,
when a client submits a mutation request, the data store, specif-
ically the coordinator node which has received the request, dis-
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patches the request to the three replicas that are responsible for the
data. However, during the low and medium load period, as men-
tioned earlier, the store needs to look for one or two active nodes
to keep the temporary logs, which it doesn’t need to do during the
peak load period, where all the three responsible nodes are avail-
able.
Searching a place for the logs is what makes handling mutation
tasks different from the reading tasks. This is because all micro-
clouds with active nodes are eligible candidates to receive the logs
if they meet one or more of the following conditions:
• sites with additional heat demand, but not the one hosting the
current active node for the task
• sites with additional heat demand and may provide swapping
opportunity with the active node. In this case, a further role
swapping process will be undertaken.
• sites with additional heat demand and that may provide a better
bandwidth for log replay
Reading Task
Unlike the mutation tasks, reading tasks do not require the search-
ing for the temporary log nodes when the system is in the low or
medium load period. Rather the task is dependent only on the
available active node, unless a role swapping is needed, as the best
micro-cloud to process the reading is the one that host either the
dormant or the sleepy peers. However, role swapping has a per-
formance implication, especially for short tasks. As a result, CM
prefers to do role swapping only for long batch or service oriented
tasks.
Now we return back to the remaining CM discussion. Once CM
identifies the storage nodes, the system period, and the type of data
access task, it uses the information to finally identify a site for the
application. For this, it triggers the Identify Cheap Computation
Site (ICSS) algorithm, which is discussed below. ICSS, in turn, uses
two additional algorithms: Distributed Information Collection(DIC)
Policy (Algorithm 2), and the Load and Energy Balancing (LEB) al-
gorithm (Algorithm 4). The Load and Energy Balancing algorithm,
in its turn uses the Relocation and Oscillation Prevention (OP) algo-
rithms, which are displayed in Algorithm 6 and 7 respectively.
Identify Cheap computation site(ICCS)
In our system, we define cheap computation location as a location
where the heat generated by the cloud infrastructure is reused in
the surrounding building. The main task of ICCS is therefore to
identify the cheapest among the cheap computation sites. This is a
crucial activity, because as we have indicated in the analytic model
of the energy consumption, running applications in a micro-cloud
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where there is no demand for a waste heat incurs cost on the cloud
provider in the form of cooling costs. On the other hand, if the
system is unable to meet the building heat demand, according to
service level agreements, the cloud provider again incurs a cost in
the form of penalty: payment to a backup energy source.
Thus, ICCS should use different factors to identify cheap loca-
tion. In fact, it uses factors such as the electric-cost(e) per killo-watt-
hour(KWh) that a micro-cloud pays for its electric energy source, a
user’s heat demand in killo-watt-hour per day(D), an application’s
estimated computation hours, and the penalty cost if the micro-
cloud is unable to supply the agreed up on heat energy. Therefore,
the goal of the algorithm is to generate all the required energy at
each micro-cloud while avoiding penalties and keeping perfor-
mance service level agreements as well. In other words, we need to
achieve the following equation hold true in the whole system:
∑ E(Mi) ≥ D
where Mi is micro-cloud i and D is the total demand in the system
∑ C(Pi) ≤∑ C(ei)
where Pi is the penalty cost at each micro-cloud i and ei is the cost
of electric city at each micro-cloud i
ICCS Algorithm. ICCS begins whenever CM received a read
or a mutation task against the data store and initiates ICCS with
the nodes and their respective micro-clouds responsible for the
task. Upon receiving this request, ICCS consults the Distributed
Information Collection(DIC) policy, which is discussed below, to
get information about the submitted nodes and their respective
micro-clouds. The information ICCS seeks includes the current and
predicted load of each node, and the penalty cost that we may incur
at each micro-cloud if we are unable to meet the demand. Subse-
quently ICCS sorts the nodes list in ascending order according to
their loads, and the micro-clouds list in descending order according
to their penalty cost. Once sorted out the lists, ICCS filtered out
those micro-clouds with negative penalty cost — these are clouds
producing heat greater than the building’s demand —and pass
them to the Load and Energy Balancing (LEB) component so that it
shifts some applications to micro-clouds that are under heated. This
left ICCS with a list of the remaining micro-clouds that are suitable
candidates to be a cheap computation location for the application
and the data access task. To determine which of the remaining
micro-clouds are the most suitable for the data access as well as
the computation, ICSS proceeds as follows: ICCS picks the first
elements in both nodes and micro-clouds sorted lists. If the two
picks matches, ICCS chooses that cloud as the best location for both
the data access task and the application. If they don’t match, ICCS
enters to threshold based comparisons taking into consideration
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whether a micro- cloud is above or below 95% heat requirements
and the node is experiencing above or below 95% load, the detail is
listed in Algorithm 4. Moreover ICCS promote and demote nodes if
the system is either in low or medium load period.
Distributed Information Collection(DIC) Policy and finding a micro-
cloud aggregate load
Every second DIC collects metrics on active tasks, pending tasks,
and blocked tasks at each node from the underlying store. Active
tasks metric measures the total number of tasks that are actively
worked on by the node, pending tasks measure the total number of
tasks that are queued up in the node, and Blocked tasks measure
the total number of tasks blocked due to queue saturation.
Stage Active Tasks Pending Tasks Blocked Tasks
MutationStage 1245 540 0
ReadStage 1002 500 25
RequestResponseStage 0 0 0
ReadRepairStage 0 0 0
CounterMutationStage 0 0 0
Figure 5.2: Displays what DIC Collects
Each second
Here we are focusing only on client initiated tasks. These are the
read and mutation tasks which have more priority over the internal
tasks such as cache cleanup, memtable flushing, compaction, gossip
handling, hinted handoff and migration of schema. Since the client
initiated tasks have more priority over the internal tasks, we made
them the basis of our algorithm as we decrease the number of pa-
rameters we need to check before determining the system’s state,
we increase the performance of our algorithm.
at<len(activeTasks)
pt<-len(pendingTasks)
bt<-len(blockedTasks)
Start
Every
Second
Send and recieve
the tuple (at,pt, bt)
to and from all 
nodes in the MC
full hour?
Calculate EWMA 
of all nodes
seconds % 5
== 0?
designated
node?
yes
get and communicate Heat supply
status of the mc
End
Figure 5.3: Co-location flow chart
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Algorithm 4 Identify Cheap Computation Micro-cloud
1: procedure ICCS(list(nodes, mcs, tt))
2: for all node n: nodes do
3: l ← dic.load(n)
4: loadMap.add(n, l)
5: m← microCloudO f (n)
6: h← heat(m)
7: c← penalty(m))
8: if h > demand(m) then
9: heatedMap.add(m, h)
10: else
11: costMap.add(m, c)
12: end if
13: end for
14: sortMap(loadMap, asc)
15: sortMap(costMap, dsc)
16: td← getperiod()
17: if loadMap[0] is in costMap[0] then
18: if (td is lowPeriod or midPeriod) and (loadMap[0] in
dormant or sleepy groups) then
19: wakeAndPromote(loadMap[0]
20: end if
21: return costMap[0]
22: else . get time of the day
23: if tt is readingTask then
24: selectedMc← nil
25: selectedNode← nil
26: for all noden : nodes do
27: for all mcc : mcs do
28: if load(n) < 95% and heatProduction(c) < 95%
then
29: selectedMc← c
30: selectedNode← n
31: end if
32: end for
33: end for
34: if selected is nill then
35: initiateLEB()
36: else
37: if (td is lowPeriod or midPeriod) and (loadMap[0]
in dormant or sleepy groups) then
38: wakeAndPromote(selectedNode]
39: end if
40: return selectedMc
41: end if
42: else . writing task
43: if (td is lowPeriod or midPeriod) then
44: consider all micro-clouds instead of the three as is
done for reading part
45: end if
46: end if
47: end if
48: end procedure
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Every five second the load information is communicated with
the rest of the nodes in the same micro-cloud. When each node
collects a minute data from the rest of the nodes in the same micro-
cloud, each node computes an exponentially weighted moving
average(EWMA) of the queue lengths of the active, pending, and
blocked tasks of the whole micro-cloud. Then the micro-cloud ag-
gregated load immediately communicated to the rest of the micro-
clouds by a designated node of that micro-cloud. As described
above, ICCS uses the EWMA to determine whether the load situa-
tion at a micro-cloud is showing increasing or decreasing trend in
addition to the diurnal pattern. Together with the load information,
DIC also disseminates the cost of penalty at each micro-cloud if
demand is not going to be met. DIC collects this information from
the central cost service. The detailed algorithm of DIC and its part-
ner the Cloud Aggregate Load are displayed in Algorithms 5 and 6
respectively.
Algorithm 5 Collect and Exchange Load Information
1: procedure collect_node_load()
2: numO f Data← 0
3: α← 0.63
4: f irstMinute← [d1, d2, ..., d12]
5: avginit ← sma( f irstMinute) . first minute SMA
6:
7: while True do
8: a← DataStore.getTotalActiveTasks()
9: aewma ← αa + (1− α)aewma−1
10: p← DataStore.getTotalPendingTasks()
11: pewma ← αp + (1− α)pewma−1
12: b← DataStore.getTotalBlockedTasks()
13: bewma ← αb + (1− α)bewma−1
14: load← aewma + pewma + bewma
15: CM.store(load)
16: numO f Data← numbO f Data + 1
17: sleep(5sec)
18: if numOfData == 12 then
19: CM.communicateToNeighbours(load)
20: end if
21: end while
22: end procedure
Load and Energy Balancing(LEB) algorithm
LEB algorithm deals with over and under heated clouds as well as
over and under loaded clouds and nodes. LEB begins when ICCS
initiated it, and ICCS initiates LEB when there is a node that is
overloaded in under heated cloud, or a node under loaded in an
over heated cloud. To address the former case, LEB identifies nodes
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Algorithm 6 Find Total Aggregate Load Of A Micro-Cloud
1: procedure calcm icroc loud l oad(m)
2: microCloud load ← 0
3: numO f Nodes ← C M.getNumNeighbours()
4: while True do
5: for i ← numO f Nodes do
6: loadi ← C M.getLoad(nodei)
7: inc(microCloud load , loadi)
8: end for
9: C M.communicateLoad(microClodu load)
10: end while
11: end procedure
in the same micro-cloud as the loaded node and iterate over them
to find the first node which has a replica peer in an overheated
cloud. If such a node is found, LEB terminates the iteration and im-
mediately begins moving applications with long enough execution
length to the under heated micro-cloud. To address the latter case—
a node is under loaded, but its micro-cloud is already overheated—
LEB tries to move some application to under heated micro-clouds
from other overloaded nodes in that micro-cloud. For this purpose
LEB identify those applications that are accessing data and have
a replica in the micro-cloud of the initiating node. Applications
which are eligible according to the oscillation prevention algorithm
and have the largest number of blocked and pending tasks will be
selected. For this purpose, LEB in turn initiates the reallocation
algorithm which is displayed in algorithm 9.
Figure 5.4: LEB flow chart
In a very low load period, when there are no enough tasks in
the system to meet the demand of every micro-cloud heat demand,
LBE, using the cost service, compares the cost of penalty due to
supplying heat from the backup source and executing dummy or
non-user tasks for the cloud provider just to generate the required
heat. It selects whichever provides the least cost.
LBE also takes the daily pattern of data access as well as the
exponentially weighted moving average of the nodes into consid-
eration. For example, when we are nearing to wake up sleeping
nodes due to the arrival of a medium or peak loads, we need to
shift loads from the active nodes if they are already loaded. The
LEB algorithm is displayed in algorithm 7.
Long vs Short Classification of Applications and Data Access Tasks
When tasks arrive into the system, CM uses a classification algo-
rithm to divide client applications as long vs short based users
execution length information. Similarly it classifies data access tasks
as short vs long tasks. For the data classification, the algorithm
uses the partition (Row) size and column/cell counts statistics of
the store. For both cases, operations that take more than a minute
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Algorithm 7 Balance Load and Energy
1: procedure load AndEnergyBalance(node,mc)
2: for all n ← mc.nodel ist() do . Energy balancing
3: if n 6= node then
4: if nhas peersinoverHeatedMa pClouds then
5: nodeList.add(n)
6: end if
7: end if
8: end for
9: relocateTo(nodeList, mc)
10: for all p ← getPeerList(node) do . Load balancing
11: peerList.add(p)
12: end for
13: relocate(peerList, n)
14: end procedure
are considered as long tasks. The classification algorithm inserts
the name of applications and the data access tasks in four different
queues. Algorithm 8 displays the classification algorithm.
Relocating Applications
Relocating an application is initiated by LBE when the system iden-
tifies a micro-cloud with a heat demand, but the node identified to
handle the data access task is already overloaded or under loaded
node is required to handle a task in an overheated micro-cloud. For
both cases, we need to move applications around. For the first case,
we can move applications from over heated clouds to the under
heated cloud and run the data task on another node. For the sec-
ond case, we move some application from this over heated cloud
to under heated clouds as long as we get suitable nodes. Further-
more, the relocation algorithm can only move those applications
which are eligible according to the oscillation prevention algorithm
and have the largest number of blocked and pending tasks . The
algorithm is displayed in algorithm 6.
Oscillation Prevention(OP)
To avoid having an oscillation of applications among a group of
micro-clouds without being executed, some time limit should be
reserved before moving a recently scheduled application to a dif-
ferent place. To achieve this, we keep applications that have been
recently scheduled in an oscillation list, and applications in this list
are illegible for rescheduling. Applications leave the oscillation list
only after 5 minutes. This keeps the list not to grow indefinitely
and also let the system reuse these applications to meet heat de-
mand in later requirements.
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Algorithm 8 Applications Classification algorithm
1: procedure cl assi f y − task(t)
2: a ← C M.getA p plication() . get the current application
from CM
3: t ← C M.getData AcessTask() . get the current data access
task from CM
4: alq ← createA p pLongQueue() . Queue to hold long
executing applications
5: asq ← createA p pShortQueue() . Queue to hold short
executing applications
6: tlq ← createTaskLongQueue() . Queue to hold long
executing data access tasks
7: tsq ← createTaskShortQueue() . Queue to hold long
executing data access tasks
8: if a.ty pe = long then
9: alq.insert(t)
10: else
11: asq.insert(t)
12: end if
13: k ← t.getKey() . data access requests contain the key they
want to access
14: s ← store.getEstimatedSize(k)
15: if s > sizeThreshold then
16: tlq.insert(t)
17: else
18: tsq.insert(t)
19: end if
20: end procedure
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Algorithm 9 Relocation Algorithm
1: procedure relocate(n,mc)
2: o ← C M.getOVerHeatedClouds()
3: partitionsList ← C M.dataPartitions In(mc) . get all data
partitions in mc
4: for all p ← partitionsList do
5: re pNodes ← C M.getRe plicatList(p)
6: for all n ← re pNodes do
7: if n is in o then . we are using greedy approach here
8: a ← getBlockedTasks_on_partitio_p
9: b ← getPendingTasks_on_partitio_p
10: if a_or_barenul l then
11: if prevent_oscil l ation(a) then
12: move(a p plicationo f a , mc)
13: break
14: end if
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end procedure
Algorithm 10 Oscillation prevention Algorithm
1: procedure prevento scil l ation(task)(mc)
2: schedTasksMa p.add(task, currentTime)
3: end procedure
4: procedure removet ask
5: while True do
6: ateach f iveminuteinterval
7: s ← schedTasksMa p.size()
8: for all el t ← scheTasksMa p.getNextElt() do
9: if currentTime − el t.time() then
10: schedTasksMa p.remove(el t)
11: end if
12: end for
13: end while
14: end procedure
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Cost Service (CS)
As mentioned in our model, the cost service is a central service
which holds the costs of electricity and heat clients SLA of each
micro-cloud. CS dynamically maintains heat requirements of clients
in a provider configured time interval.
Algorithm 11 Cost Service Algorithm
1: procedure cost(mc)
2: i ← getProviderTime Interval
3: mcList ← getListO f MCs
4: for all m ← mcList do
5: mcCostMa p.add(m, cost) . cost of electric city at each
micro-cloud
6: mcReqMa p.add(m, initHeat) . initial heat requirement
in the SLA
7: end for
8: while True do
9: ateachiinterval getnewrequirement
10: end while
11: end procedure
Evaluation
In this section we see how well DsDs evaluated. The evaluation
goals are the following:
• how does the system’s energy consumption improves due to the
co-location mechanism on top of the data stores on/off strategy?
• Does the system manage to meet the SLA targets at each micro-
cloud?
• Is there any performance degradation on the data store due to
the addition of the scheduling algorithm?
• How is the application placement time changes as the number of
applications to be scheduled increases?
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we have used the CloudSim
simulation tool. In evaluating cloud level algorithms, we need to
have a large scale virtualized infrastructure which we can control
for repeatable experiments. In contrast to previous experiments,
for this work, we opt for evaluating the algorithms using a modern
simulation tool which is well accepted in the research community
and suitable for both energy and performance related experiments.
In our experiments, we have created up to sixty six power aware
micro-clouds, and each one of them hosts up to 12 nodes. As we
have indicated in our models, we deal with small and distributed
data centers that host a handful of homogeneous nodes. For the
experiments, we use the HP ProLiant ML110 G4(2.6Ghz cup, 4GB
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Server 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
HP ProLiant G3 105 112 118 125 131 137 147 153 157 164 169
Figure 5.5: Power consumption by HP
ProLiant ML110G3
ram, 1GB network bandwidth) servers whose power consump-
tion data is available from spec.org 8 and already modeled in 8 spec.org. Hewlett-packard company
proliant ml110 g3, 2011CloudSim 9. Its power consumption in watts at different utiliza-
9 Anton Beloglazov and Rajkumar
Buyya. Optimal online deterministic
algorithms and adaptive heuristics
for energy and performance efficient
dynamic consolidation of virtual
machines in cloud data centers. Con-
curr. Comput. : Pract. Exper., 24(13):
1397–1420, September 2012
tion level is displayed in Figure 5.5.
We have used 6 nodes for the data storage and 6 nodes as com-
puting nodes. Each storage node has peers in two other micro-
clouds to simulate the three way replica we have in PowerCass.
This enables us to simulate a total of 132 partitions on the consis-
tent hash ring. To simulate the low, medium and peak load times
we run each experiment in an 24 hour simulation time. The 24
simulation time is divided into 4 slots: from 9-17 as peak, 7-9 and
17-22 as medium, and from 22-6 as low load periods. We vary task
execution time randomly from 5 simulation seconds to represent
short tasks to the entire simulation time to represent long running
tasks. We use data sizes that randomly vary from 1KB to 2GB. Ap-
plications instructions sizes vary for short applications up to fifty
thousand, for medium up to hundred fifty thousand and for big up
to three hundred thousand.
In the simulation, we run DsDs real code and use a real world
trace data from CoMon project which monitors the infrastructure of
planetLab. This data is about CPU utilization for VMs running in
500 different places around the world. The same data was used in
the work of Beloglazov and Buyya 10. 10 Anton Beloglazov and Rajkumar
Buyya. Optimal online deterministic
algorithms and adaptive heuristics
for energy and performance efficient
dynamic consolidation of virtual
machines in cloud data centers. Con-
curr. Comput. : Pract. Exper., 24(13):
1397–1420, September 2012
To evaluate the performance efficiency of DsDs, we employed the
time the system takes to schedule applications in the appropriate
micro-cloud, and the response time of the data store. For the energy
saving metrics, we used SLA violation of heat requirements at all
micro-clouds. In addition, we compared how much more energy
is saved when we use DsDs co-location mechanism on top of the
store’s original on/off strategy.
Performance Evaluation of DsDs
Here we evaluate how the addition of the scheduling algorithm on
top of the decentralized request coordination scheme of Cassandra
affects its performance. Because now, each node of the data store
performs scheduling tasks than simply identifying the replicas
responsible to handle the data access task. Specifically, each node
needs to identify whether or not the replicas’ micro-clouds that
run the applications which are waiting to be scheduled has enough
demand for extra applications.
We have conducted two types of experiments to find out about
the performance of the store: first, we ran the store without the
scheduling algorithm and find out its latency as it progresses from
low to peak load period; second, we ran the same experiment with
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the scheduling algorithm and see how the latency changes. Just like
the first experiment, the second experiment also varies the request
rate to simulate the system progress from low to peak periods.
Figure 5.6 displays the result of the experiments.
Figure 5.6: With and Without DsDs
allocation
The graph shows that the DsDs algorithm has little impact on
the performance of the data store; in concrete terms, it increases the
latency by only 0 to 2 simulation seconds. Moreover, as the energy
saving evaluation (below) shows, this small degradation in response
time is compensated by the gain in energy saving, which ultimately
lead to cost reduction for the customers.
In the graph, we also observe that some of the highest number
of requests get a shorter response time than those that have a lower
number of requests. This is mainly due to the number of nodes
involved in the request coordination at the given time. For this
particular experiment, we randomly selected a node to which the
client sends the request for coordination.
Average Applications placement time
The next logical question to ask is how does DsDs behave as the
number of requests increase as the system progresses from low to
peak periods? We answer the question by finding out, how long
does DsDs take to schedule applications as the number of applica-
tions to be scheduled increases.
As we mentioned in the algorithm section, writing and reading
tasks have different effects on the system performance. Accordingly,
we have run two types of experiments to prove the difference in
effects: the first one is to see how DsDs placement time evaluates
when the number of reading tasks increases as the period changes
from low to medium to peak period; and the second type is for the
writing tasks in the same conditions as in the reading tasks. Figure
5.7 shows the result of the experiments.
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Figure 5.7: Applications Placement
Time
From the figure, we have made three observations: the first ob-
servation is that, in general, placement based on writing requests
takes more time during low and medium load periods than those
based on reading tasks; they take in average 1.24 simulation sec-
onds. This increase is due to the search we make to find the best
nodes for temporal logging to compensate for the sleeping nodes
during low and medium load periods. For the read-request ori-
ented placement, we always consider only the three micro-clouds
that host the three responsible replica nodes. As a result, the place-
ment time is totally dependent on the number of requests than the
system’s different load periods.
The second observation is that, as the number of requests in-
creases, the time the algorithm takes to place applications increases
too. However, the increase in the placement time is not a linear
increase with the number of requests. This is due to the uneven dis-
tribution of requests made to the cluster nodes. When we have an
even distribution of requests to all nodes, the increase in the place-
ment time is linear and becomes smaller and results in a scalable
scheduler.
The final observation is that, the placement time for both read
and write oriented scheduling become similar as soon as the sys-
tem enters into the peak period. This behaviour is an expected
behaviour because at the peak period, all the replica nodes required
to handle a mutation task are awake and available. As a result, the
scheduler doesn’t need to search for a place for the logs, and this
makes the number of activities it conducts the same for both kinds
of scheduling.
Energy Evaluations
In this section, we see how DsDs performs in terms of energy evalu-
ations: SLA violation and Energy Saving.
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SLA violation
Here we show how DsDs helps a cloud provider to avoid SLA
violation or equivalently, to meet SLA targets in terms of heat re-
quirements. As we have mentioned above, SLA violations have cost
implications to the provider. On one hand, missing SLA targets
forces the provider to pay for the external energy sources, and on
the other hand, going beyond the SLA limit incurs cooling costs.
So, it is in the best interests of the cloud provider to meet the SLA
targets of each site as perfectly as agreed.
Two experiments were conducted for SLA violation evaluation:
the first of the two deals with whether or not there is an SLA vi-
olation across all the micro-clouds when the experiment is run in
a randomly selected hour of the day; the second experiment deals
with whether or not an SLA violation exists at a randomly selected
micro-cloud throughout the day. Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 display
the results of this investigation.
Figure 5.8: SLA: demand vs supply of
energy across all clouds
The experiments were repeated several times while changing
the period of the first experiment and changing the micro-cloud
of the second experiment to represent all load cases. We have ob-
served that, as depicted in the figures, DsDs meets its SLA more
than 99.9% of the time. The 0.1% is attributed to many short tasks
assigned to a cloud and finish long before the load and energy
balancing algorithm is initiated.
Energy saving
In Chapter 3, we have shown how the energy efficient store, Pow-
erCass, works and how, during low load periods, PowerCass saves
up to 66% of the energy consumption by turning off all the nodes in
the dormant and sleepy groups. Now, we see that how much more
energy saving can be achieved by running PowerCass with its co-
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Figure 5.9: SLA: demand vs supply of
energy across all clouds
Figure 5.10: SLA: One MicroClud One
Day Demand and Supply
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locating scheduler in a micro-clouds environment, where the heat is
reused to warm a building instead of the environment.
We have selected a low load and a low heat demand period for
the experiment. This is because, for other periods like, for example,
when we have a peak load and a high demand for heat, the saving
is obvious as we consume energy to serve user requests and the
heat produced is clearly reused. But if the system faces a low load
and low heat demand period, the store turns on only one-third of
the nodes, and they should be in the micro-clouds where heat is in
demand.
The result of this experiment is displayed in Figure 5.11. The fig-
ure shows the total energy consumption in the y-axis and the hours
are displayed in the x-axis. Those hours represent the minimum uti-
lization periods. This figure displays the least gap between the total
energy consumption when we run the store with DsDs and without
DsDs. Thus, DsDs is managed to save at least an additional 20% of
the energy consumption which push the total saving to more than
85%.
Figure 5.11: Only turn on/off vs
on/off with co-location
Related Work
In this section we put our work in context with existing works in
the literature. In the literature, there are many application sched-
ulers that allocate jobs in cluster and grid systems. We can roughly
classify them as centralized vs distributed vs hybrid, or data aware
vs non-data aware, or energy aware vs non-energy aware.
Our work, DsDs, is a hybrid (because the cost service a cen-
tralized component), and both data and energy aware application
scheduler. In contrast to other data and energy aware scheduling
solutions, DsDs takes the data awareness a step further by mainly
basing its decisions on the perspective of the data store. This is
evident in our approach. The approach takes into consideration
not only the availability of data at a given site – to the best of our
knowledge this is what all the other existing works are concerned
with – but also what the state of the store is, in regard to the specif-
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ically requested reading or writing data task. For example, before
we decide on the scheduling, DsDs answers: are there any other ac-
tive, pending and blocked tasks already running against this data?
On the front of energy awareness, again distinct from existing
works, DsDs concerns itself not only with switching off/on idle
nodes, but also considers the heat reuse opportunity in the data
centers.
After saying what mainly sets us apart, now we pass to look at
some works related to ours.
Close-to-Files(CF) 11 addresses the issue of data and processors 11 H. H. Mohamed and D. H. J. Epema.
An evaluation of the close-to-files
processor and data co-allocation policy
in multiclusters. In Proceedings of the
2004 IEEE International Conference on
Cluster Computing, CLUSTER ’04, 2004
co-allocation in multi cluster systems. Using comprehensive search
on all combinations of data and processors, it allocates tasks to the
best fit cluster. CF does not address energy awareness.
DEES 12 is a distributed, energy and data aware solution for
12 C. Liu et al. Distributed energy-
efficient scheduling for data intensive
applications with deadline constraints
on data grids. In 2008 IEEE Inter-
national Performance, Computing and
Communications Conference, Dec 2008
a data grid system. It tries to minimize energy consumption by
minimizing data replication and task transfers.
EC2 scheduler deals with a coarse grained VM scheduling that
give customers start and stop options.
Mesos 13 and Quincy 14 and Firmament are, unlike DsDs, cluster 13 Benjamin Hindman et al. Mesos:
A platform for fine-grained resource
sharing in the data center. In Proceed-
ings of the 8th USENIX Conference on
Networked Systems Design and Imple-
mentation, NSDI’11, pages 295–308,
Berkeley, CA, USA, 2011. USENIX
Association
14 Michael Isard et al. Quincy: Fair
scheduling for distributed computing
clusters. In Proceedings of the ACM
SIGOPS 22Nd Symposium on Operating
Systems Principles, SOSP ’09, pages
261–276, 2009
schedulers with a centralized approach which does not scale well
with a cloud-level infrastructure.
Omega 15, Apollo 16 and Sparrow 17 similar to DsDs approaches
15 Malte Schwarzkopf et al. Omega:
flexible, scalable schedulers for large
compute clusters. In SIGOPS Euro-
pean Conference on Computer Systems
(EuroSys), pages 351–364, 2013
16 Eric Boutin et al. Apollo: Scalable
and coordinated scheduling for cloud-
scale computing. In 11th USENIX
Symposium on Operating Systems Design
and Implementation (OSDI 14), pages
285–300, 2014
17 Kay Ousterhout et al. Sparrow:
Distributed, low latency scheduling.
In Proceedings of the Twenty-Fourth
ACM Symposium on Operating Systems
Principles, SOSP ’13, pages 69–84, 2013
the problem with a distributed and loosely coordinated architec-
ture, but they do not take into considerations energy efficiency of
the system.
Eagle 18 is a hybrid scheduler that divides data center nodes into
18 Pamela Delgado et al. Job-aware
scheduling in eagle: Divide and stick
to your probes. In Proceedings of the
Seventh ACM Symposium on Cloud
Computing, SoCC ’16, pages 497–509,
2016
those that handle short jobs versus those that handles long jobs.
Sierra 19, Rabbit 20, SRCMap 21 similarly to our data store tries
19 Eno Thereska et al. Sierra : Practical
Power-proportionality for Data Center
Storage. pages 169–182, 2011
20 Hrishikesh Amur et al. Robust and
flexible power-proportional storage.
Proceedings of the 1st ACM symposium
on Cloud computing - SoCC ’10, 2010
21 Akshat Verma et al. SRCMap :
Energy Proportional Storage using
Dynamic Consolidation. Energy, (VM):
20, 2010
to save energy with on/off mechanism but do not address co-
allocation.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented DsDs: a distributed, both data
and energy aware application scheduler for a micro-clouds sys-
tem. Unlike many other cloud schedulers, DsDs takes the data
awareness a step further and based its decisions mainly on the
perspective of the data store about data access patterns of client
applications.
In the energy awareness aspect, DsDs fully takes into considera-
tion where waste heat is being reused and which data store nodes
are turned off because of the store’s energy saving policy.
We have shown through experiments how promising is data
store driven scheduling approach for most cloud applications that
have a data access need from the database or key/value store.
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Conclusion
The amount of data the world produces will continue to rise ex-
ponentially. For example, each year the digital universe is growing
by 40%. It is doubling every two years 1. As a consequence of this 1 EMC. Data growth, business op-
portunities, and the it imperatives,
2014. URL https://www.emc.com/
leadership/digital-universe/
2014iview/executive-summary.htm
unprecedented increase of data, not only the number of storage
devices the world needs to increase, but also the importance and
the sophistication of the software systems that manage the big data
increases. As a result of the rise in the number of storage devices,
the storage subsystem’s energy consumption will rise exponentially
too. So, energy efficiency in data centers will continue to be the
issue to address and the research focus in the foreseeable future.
Especially large scale data centers have cost reduction and profit
maximization interest to decrease their energy use in the absence of
clean and free energy sources.
In this thesis, our focus was to develop an energy efficient key/-
value store. In particular, a consistent hash based, distributed,
highly available, and fault tolerant data management system. The
primary research questions were :
• how to create a key/value data store that distributes and replicates data
as usual, but reduces its energy consumption when it is under a state of
low utilization?
• how can we improve the performance of the store that we may lose due
to the introduction of the energy efficiency mechanisms?
• and how do we make the key/value store adapts itself when there is an
opportunity to use a cheap source of energy in the system?
We have shown in Chapter 3 that how to use powering down
idle nodes during low activity time and addressing arising issues
like write availability, fault tolerance, and load balancing answers
our first question. In chapter 4, we have shown that dynamically
placing a small subset of popular data, where it is needed most,
answers our second question. The dynamic placement technique
managed to regain the performance lost due to powering off nodes.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we combined the energy efficiency mecha-
nism(intelligently powering off/on nodes in a group) with data and
applications co-location with data store driven scheduling as a way
of adapting the store to use cheap energy sources. Each of these
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topics is individually summarized in the following sections together
with proposals for future work and an outlook at the end.
PowerCass
Key/value stores are commonly used to store big data in big data
centers. They are the major components in the cloud computing
paradigm. Due to the vast number of storage devices that key/-
value stores depend on, their energy consumption is a major factor
in determining the total cost of ownership of a data center.
Our goal was to create an energy efficient, consistent hash based
key/value store–PowerCass. PowerCass managed to save energy
through an intelligent powering off nodes during low activity times
using node grouping. Powering down nodes has the obvious con-
sequence of loosing availability of some of the nodes in the system.
PowerCass addressed this issue by sticking to a specific replica-
tion strategy(three replicas for writing and one replica for reading).
Moreover, PowerCass uses the idea of write-offloading to make sure
that write requests always get the number of nodes they require.
To address fault tolerance, PowerCass depends on the technique of
promotion.
We have performed a number of experiments using the Yahoo
Cloud Serving Benchmarks to evaluate PowerCass abilities to save
energy in an Internet oriented workloads. Accordingly, energy
saving of up to 66% was achieved.
Dynamic PowerCass
Our goal in introducing dynamically placing data to a new location
was to regain the performance lost due to the powering down of
nodes. PowerCass lost 20% of the performance of Cassandra during
the low activity times.
Dynamically adapting a new location for the popular keys re-
quired to select the top keys which generate the most remote oper-
ations. For this purpose, we adapted an existing stream summary
algorithm which has the characteristics of saving space and identi-
fying the top keys with minimum errors. Once top keys are identi-
fied, they are transferred to their new locations using the messaging
service of the store. After the transfer is over, their new location
information is distributed to all the nodes through the gossiping
mechanism.
The experiments performed showed that dynamic PowerCass
gain a performance boost up to 15% to that of the non-dynamic
version
Application and Data Co-location Using PowerCass
As an extension of Apache Cassandra, PowerCass is suitable for
multi-data-center based systems architecture. We have leveraged
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this capability of PowerCass to use it in a distributed micro-clouds
systems where each micro-cloud’s waste heat is reused in the sur-
rounding building. The surrounding building draws heat according
to its requirements. For a cloud provider in this setting, it is im-
portant that it makes sure that it meets heat SLAs. Therefore, our
goal in chapter 5 was to use PowerCass driven scheduling to both
improve the energy saving capability of PowerCass and meet heat
SLA requirement of a service provider in the mentioned configura-
tion. Using an algorithm that decides computation placement based
on data access requests and demand for waste heat at the micro-
clouds, we managed to achieve a better energy saving and meeting
of heat SLAs with a little performance impact.
We have demonstrated the achievement with ample number of
experiments regarding the algorithm placement performance, SLA
violations and energy saving. The results show that the energy
saving pushed up to more than 85% and SLAs are met in different
scenarios.
Future Work
As we have seen in chapter 2, there are several energy saving
techniques for the data-center stack, and specially for the storage
subsystem. Researchers have invented many techniques since the
Google people mentioned the need for energy proportional servers
in the year 2007. However, one drawback, which is the common
trend in most of these works, including ours, is that solutions ad-
dress only the energy consumption problem of one component of
the data center stack, in isolation from the rest of the stack. This is
to mean, there is no solution that integrated all the different level
techniques to create one comprehensive mechanism.
In the future, we would like to redesign PowerCass so that it is
able to use an integrated power saving techniques from the rest
of the stack with the ability of avoiding conflicting techniques.
In particular, it is highly interesting to integrate our group level
technique with the node and component level techniques as the
integration gives more energy saving at all of the workload periods.
For example, most operations of Key/Value stores such as read-
ing, writing, range scans, compaction, and moving data among
cluster nodes are heavily memory and bandwidth intensive than
compute-intensive, because they perform less computation and
more of random memory accesses and node communications.
And when most of the time an algorithm is memory and network
bound, the CPU stays idle and consume energy without doing any
useful work. Thus, it makes a logical sense to carefully use DVFS
to reduce the unused computing power during low activity times
on the active nodes. However, this requires a close look at how it
affects different workload types.
Beside integrating with the component and node level tech-
niques, we would also like to integrate our dynamic version with
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that of the co-location version. As merging the two needs to look
at how considering dynamically moving data from place to place
affects our scheduler performance and the whole energy saving
scheme.
Outlook
Until the world manages to provide energy from a renewable
sources for free, conservation of energy will continue to be the
main factor to determine the total cost of ownership of data centers
and the well being of the environment. In the near future, we see
an expansion of big cloud data centers, but in the long term we will
have a distributed, small-sized, and near to customers micro-clouds.
Because such clouds provide additional services like heat supply
in addition to computing. Moreover, these micro-clouds reduce
geographic induced latency and as a result of which unleashes ap-
plications that are conceived as in the case of the 5G tactile internet
and impossible in the current environment. These micro-clouds will
be based on both renewable and non-renewable energy sources.
Thus, a storage system that intelligently schedules itself on such a
hybrid environment would continue to give the biggest opportunity
of energy saving.
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